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ABSTRACT
The steady accumulation of nuclear waste over many decades has yielded a
staggering amount of waste that we must contend with, and with the amount of available
space in interim storage facilities diminishing, it has become increasingly more urgent to
find viable solutions to nuclear waste storage. The vitrification process has been widely
adopted for immobilization of high-level waste; however, the process is inadequate for
more complex waste streams and the produced glasses exhibit limited loading capacities.
To address this, considerable research efforts have been devoted to the development of
new materials as prospective waste forms. Crystalline materials are promising candidates
for these applications.
Exploratory crystal growth is an effective approach for the preparation of novel
phases. As a result of the exceptionally diverse arrangements possible for structural units
such as borate and silicate, among others, many new phases exhibiting desirable structure
types are attainable. This approach also presents an opportunity to study the fundamental
properties of new actinide-containing materials, thus elucidating structure-property
relationships arising from the underlying chemistry. Therefore, this dissertation will focus
on adapting traditional crystal growth techniques for use with actinides and on the
preparation and characterization of waste form-relevant phases, which will yield insight
on both actinide crystal chemistry and their unique structure-property relationships.
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CHAPTER 1

MATERIALS DISCOVERY OF INORGANIC ACTINIDE
COMPOUNDS: OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES AND APPLICATIONS

1

Introduction
The nuclear age has given rise to some of mankind’s greatest – and most
treacherous – scientific achievements, from the construction of the atomic bomb during
World War II to more benevolent uses of atomic power in the production of clean energy
to help combat climate change. The profound advancements made over decades of
nuclear science research in the United States have, however, been accompanied by the
unfortunate inheritance of many hundreds of thousands of metric tons of nuclear waste
requiring disposal, much of which is ultimately destined for a yet to be identified deep
geologic permanent repository. Although initially considered only as an afterthought,
efforts to meet the need to develop viable waste forms for radionuclide immobilization
have since emerged at the forefront of nuclear science research.
In the U.S., the most widely implemented materials for processing of high-level
waste are borosilicate glasses. Their selection was made based on a favorable
combination of durability, ease in processing large waste volumes using the vitrification
process, and capability of incorporating a variety of elements into the glass matrix.1, 2 The
compositional and structural variety in borosilicate glasses is in part supported by the
diversity in network-forming structural units including (BO3)3-, (BO4)5-, (SiO4)4-, as well
as some (AlO4)5-. Although many elements are sufficiently soluble in borosilicate glasses,
a significant disadvantage for the use of some glass compositions, especially those with
high alkali content, is the tendency to precipitate crystalline phases such as nepheline,
NaAlSiO4, over time depleting the glass of network-forming units and therefore
diminishing long term glass performance.3–5 Additionally, water-soluble phases such as
thenardite, Na2SO4, are known to crystallize from glass melts – a problematic occurrence
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since Cs-137 readily incorporates into such phases – which can result in substantial
increases in radionuclide leaching.6
Despite these findings that devitrification (i.e. crystallization) compromises glass
integrity, some crystalline phases have been shown to exhibit higher durability than
glasses.1 One of the most notable examples is synroc, a titanate-based multiphase ceramic
composed of an assemblage of refractory mineral phases (e.g. zirconolite, hollandite,
perovskite, etc.) that can be compositionally tuned according to specific waste stream
constituents to afford the highest degree of radionuclide sequestration capability. 7,

8

Although glasses are more easily processed and are less expensive to produce, the high
thermodynamic stability of ceramics is a positive indication that these materials will
remain stable over the timescales needed to immobilize long-lived radionuclides.9
Crystalline materials also offer the advantage of higher waste loadings and densities,
allowing for more waste to be concentrated within a smaller volume – a critical
advantage considering space limitations in a future repository.10 The attractive properties
of crystalline materials have contributed to widespread interest in their use for waste form
applications, motivating investigations of a broad scope of materials ranging from singleand multiphase ceramics to hybrid vitreous/crystalline phases (i.e. glass composite
materials).9
For crystalline materials, a common approach to waste form design involves the
substitution of radionuclides of interest within a host phase that can accommodate a
cation or anion having similar coordination preferences and ionic radii as the
radionuclide(s) to be substituted. For example, uranium and plutonium can be
incorporated into the structure of zirconolite, CaZrTi2O7, via substitution on the Ca and
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Zr sites11,
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and in the structure of the rare earth silicate apatite, Ca2Gd8(SiO4)6O2,

through substitution of U or Pu on the rare earth site.13 For more complex waste streams
consisting of multiple different radionuclides, the host phase should ideally contain
several different cation sites within its crystal structure. The synroc phase assemblages,
for example, serve as a suitable host for a range of elements including Cs, Sr, Ba, Mo, Tc,
Th, U, Pu, and many others.7 Numerous mineral phases are known; thus, this approach is
effective since nature has already provided us with a vast array of potential host phases.
Given the considerable driving force that materials discovery has been for
advancements made in the development of other pivotal materials within the field of
materials science such as lithium ion batteries, LEDs, and quantum materials, it is
reasonable to surmise that a similar strategy might prove useful for waste form
technologies. Therefore, complementary to rational design of waste forms through
substitution of known host phases, one can also employ exploratory synthesis techniques
to identify novel candidate phases with structure motifs that are favorable for
radionuclide immobilization within stable crystal structures.14 In particular, oxide and
fluoride compounds have been of interest on account of their relevance to the nuclear fuel
cycle.15, 16 The exploratory synthesis strategy has been employed successfully to prepare
a growing number of actinide borate,17–19 silicate,20–23 phosphate/phosphite,24–26 and
fluoride phases,27–30 many of which exhibit complex structures with the capability to
accommodate high actinide loadings. Among these, a noteworthy example is that of
[ThB5O6(OH)6][BO(OH)2]∙2.5H2O (denoted as NDTB-1), an unusual cationic threedimensional framework material capable of efficiently removing the highly mobile and
problematic pertechnetate anion, TcO4-, from solution via anion exchange of outer-
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framework H2BO3- groups.31 The tendency of Th to form highly refractory ThO2 has
limited the number of accessible oxide compounds of Th, thus the investigators’ success
in forming NDTB-1 using a wet boric acid melt suggests this method may be a practical
synthetic route to other unique Th phases. Similar efforts have been made to synthesize a
class of materials known as salt-inclusion materials or salt-inclusion compounds
(SIMs/SICs). These hierarchical materials are promising for waste form applications
because they exhibit anionic metal oxide framework structures consisting of large
channels containing charge-balancing cations, enabling a “two birds with one stone”
approach where the stable covalent framework can serve as a host for actinides and
species such as Cs-137 can be sequestered within the channels.32–34 SIMs have primarily
been obtained serendipitously using molten-salt synthesis. However, recent work has
suggested their formation can be favored over oxide phases through careful control of the
melt environment.35 For example, successful synthesis of the uranium silicate SIM
[Cs3F][(UO2)(Si4O10)] was achieved through the use of halide precursors and a limited
oxygen availability in the melt.36
A critical aspect of this chemistry is focused not only on the determination of the
synthetic conditions under which such phases form, but also on further developing our
understanding of actinide crystal chemistry. Indeed, a substantial amount of information
on the structural chemistry of elements across the periodic table has been gleaned from
the abundance of naturally occurring mineral phases; however, our ability to establish
analogous trends in the actinides has been largely precluded by the relatively low (if not
zero) abundance of actinides other than Th and U in nature, in addition to their exotic
chemistry which differentiates them from their transition metal and lanthanide neighbors
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in the periodic table.37 Even phases containing neighboring elements within the 5f series
can adopt vastly different structure types.38, 39 The structures of actinide compounds can
also influence the physical properties of the bulk materials, giving rise to intense
luminescence and unusual magnetic behavior in some cases. 40–42 While the practical
applications of these properties in actinides may be limited due to the health hazards and
security concerns related to their inherent radioactivity, there is fundamental interest in
further elucidating the basic chemistry of the 5f elements, thus warranting further
examination of the structure-property relationships existing within these eccentric
compounds. The following work will outline the exploratory synthesis approach to
preparing novel uranium and plutonium containing phases relevant for waste form
applications and will highlight crystal growth techniques that are particularly useful for
their synthesis.
Uranium and Plutonium in the Solid State
Actinides can occur in a variety of oxidation states and coordination
environments; therefore, they are known to exhibit rich structural chemistry. In the case
of uranium, accessible oxidation states range from +2 to +6, with most examples of
uranium in its reduced di- and trivalent oxidation states being molecular complexes,
although examples of uranium(II) are quite rare.43, 44 The most common oxidation states
of uranium in extended structures are uranium(IV) and uranium(VI), with uranium(V)
being accessible but less commonly observed.
In oxo compounds, hexavalent uranium most commonly occurs as the uranyl
cation, [UO2]2+, characterized by an approximately linear [O=U=O]2+ moiety exhibiting
two covalently bonded “uranyl” oxygen atoms, each coordinated to uranium in the axial
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position with a bond length of ~1.8 Å and a formal bond order of three.45 While the
uranyl oxygen atoms are inert, the uranyl cation participates in ionic bonding within the
perpendicular equatorial plane where the coordination number can vary from four to six.
Thus, uranyl coordination polyhedra are constituted by 6-, 7-, and 8-coordinated uranium,
giving rise to square bipyramids, pentagonal bipyramids, and hexagonal bipyramids,
respectively. Because uranyl cations primarily participate in bonding through their
equatorially coordinated oxygens, most uranyl oxide compounds exhibit two-dimensional
sheet structures, although they can also form extended structures containing infinite onedimensional chains as well as three-dimensional frameworks.46 While there are a large
number of uranium(VI) oxides, this is not the case for fluoride compounds; only a few
examples of molecular uranium(VI) fluoride compounds are known.47, 48
Unlike uranyl compounds, uranium(IV) compounds do not exhibit the structuredirecting [UO2]2+ moiety, thus three-dimensional frameworks are more common in
structures containing uranium(IV) as compared to those containing uranium(VI).
Furthermore, the larger size and high charge of U 4+ accommodates higher coordination
numbers varying from eight to ten, although coordination numbers as low as six are
possible.49 Therefore, a wide variety of coordination polyhedra are observed, enabling a
significant amount of diversity in the structures of uranium(IV) compounds.
Uranium(V) chemistry has been largely overlooked relative to uranium(IV) and
uranium(VI) owing to the relative instability of U 5+ in aqueous conditions, where it has
the tendency to either rapidly oxidize to U6+ or to undergo disproportionation to form U4+
and U6+.50 Even so, existence of the uranium(V)-bearing mineral wyartite,
CaUV(UVIO2)2(CO3)O4(OH)∙7H2O, is evidence that U5+ can be stabilized in geologic
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environments. The implications of this are important for waste form design given that
reducing conditions will likely be employed in a future repository to prevent formation of
more soluble oxidized actinide species.51 Based on the relatively few existing examples
of uranium(V)-containing compounds, the most common coordination number of
uranium ranges from six to seven, giving rise to square bipyramids and pentagonal
bipyramids, respectively. Some uranium(V) compounds exhibit a uranyl coordination, i.e.
[UO2]+, where the axial U-O bond lengths are normally short relative to those in the
equatorial plane; however, a small minority of uranyl uranium(V) compounds instead
exhibit short equatorial U-O bonds with longer axial U-O bonds.52, 53 In view of this, U-O
bond lengths in uranium(V) uranyl compounds are widely variable, in general ranging
between ~1.9-2.4 Å. Nonetheless, in most cases this difference is easily distinguishable
from uranium(VI) uranyl bonds.
While uranium primarily exists in its higher oxidation states in the solid state, the
preferred oxidation states of plutonium are the +3 and +4 states, although its accessible
oxidation states range from +2 to +7. Plutonium redox behavior is known to be
exceptionally complex, with as many as five different oxidation states existing
simultaneously in solution under some conditions.54 Relative to uranium, examples of
extended structures containing plutonium are limited; this is especially true for more
complex phases beyond those having simple binary compositions. The lower oxidation
states facilitate higher coordination numbers for plutonium in the solid state, often
favoring the formation of condensed three-dimensional framework structures, with
plutonium(IV) typically exhibiting coordination numbers ranging from six to nine and
those for plutonium(III) generally varying from eight to nine, although coordination
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numbers as high as ten have been observed for Pu3+. Plutonium’s lower oxidation states
also result in bonding that is more ionic in character, giving rise to coordination
geometries that are more similar to those observed for lanthanides. This convenient
feature is often exploited, where cerium is commonly used as a surrogate for plutonium
on account of its similar ionic radius and the comparable redox properties of the
Ce3+/Ce4+ and Pu3+/Pu4+ couples, although it is far from ideal considering the
abovementioned complexities of plutonium redox chemistry.
While the structural chemistry of plutonium closely resembles that of the
lanthanides in some cases, there are many examples of diverging structure types formed
between analogous lanthanide and plutonium systems.55–57 Specifically, these differences
are more apparent in structures containing flexible and structurally diverse coordinating
anions such as borate, which have been shown to enable the formation of structures
containing plutonium in unusual coordination geometries.58
Crystal Growth Methods
For the synthesis of functional materials, where it is necessary to prepare
sufficiently large quantities of phase pure samples for bulk material characterizations and
property measurements, a preferred synthesis technique is that of the ceramic method.
Governed by solid-state diffusion that is facilitated by repeated grinding and subsequent
heating of a stoichiometric combination of the elements of the desired composition, the
method is effective for the preparation of polycrystalline powders of metal oxides.
However, the method is typically limited to the formation of only thermodynamically
stable phases, which significantly narrows the variety of accessible novel phases and
renders the ceramic method impractical for exploratory synthesis. The realization of
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novel phases has instead been more productive using solution-based crystal growth
techniques and among these, two of the most prominent are molten flux and
hydrothermal synthesis.
Molten flux crystal growth utilizes starting materials that are solids at room
temperature and upon heating, are dissolved within a molten flux composed of inorganic
salts or metal oxides. A key advantage of the method is the ability to employ eutectic
mixtures as fluxes, in which the flux constituents are mixed in a specific ratio to yield a
reaction mixture with a locally minimum melting point. Flux growth offers a clear
advantage over the ceramic method in that high melting reactants may be dissolved in the
molten flux at significantly lower temperatures than their melting points; for example,
U3O8 (m.p. 1150°C) is readily dissolved in a CsCl-CsF eutectic flux (m.p. 430°C) at
700°C. An ideal flux should exhibit a low melting point relative to the reaction starting
materials, low viscosity and volatility, the ability to dissolve the reactants and should be
minimally reactive towards and easily separated from the product phase(s). While it is not
always possible to satisfy each of these criteria when selecting a particular flux, the
ability to tune various other reaction parameters including temperature profile, precursor
types, and reagent ratios often serves as a convenient way to optimize the reaction such
that the growth of high-quality single crystals is achieved.59, 60 Furthermore, a fair amount
of control over the oxidation state of the products obtained from flux reactions can be
accomplished through both judicious selection of precursors as well as employment of
open or sealed systems to either promote or prevent the formation of oxidized phases.
The flux crystal growth technique is particularly useful for exploratory crystal
growth given the ability to stabilize kinetically favored phases over thermodynamic
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products that are formed using other high temperature crystal growth techniques such as
the ceramic method.61 Moreover, multiphase product mixtures are often resultant from
flux growth reactions, allowing for examination of an array of phases. However, if larger
quantities of a phase pure sample are needed for bulk material property measurements, it
can be challenging and, in some cases, unfeasible to optimize a flux reaction to obtain a
pure sample of a specific phase. Due to our current lack of understanding of crystal
growth mechanisms in molten media, flux growth is commonly regarded as a trial and
error approach guided primarily by chemical intuition and experience.
An additional solution-based crystal growth technique that has been widely
applied for the preparation of novel materials includes hydrothermal synthesis methods.
While the hydrothermal regime encompasses a wide range of conditions, the common
feature in all hydrothermal reactions is the use of aqueous solvent at elevated
temperatures and pressures. In general, hydrothermal conditions can be separated into
two categories: the mild hydrothermal regime and the supercritical hydrothermal regime.
Mild hydrothermal synthesis is considered a low-temperature method and exploits
temperatures and pressures below the critical point of water, which occurs at 374°C and
22.1 MPa. Some confusion has stemmed from inconsistencies in nomenclature used in
the literature to classify and distinguish between hydrothermal reaction conditions; thus,
it is often more convenient to differentiate between hydrothermal conditions based on the
types of reaction vessels utilized. Although mild hydrothermal synthesis represents a
much broader range of conditions, mild hydrothermal conditions mentioned in the
literature most commonly refer to reactions taking place at temperatures between 100230°C (above the normal boiling point of pure water but significantly below the critical
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point) and at pressures of approximately 0.1-10 MPa in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
lined stainless-steel acid digestion vessels. This method is particularly useful for
dissolving metal oxides. However, a primary limitation of this method is the range of
temperatures accessible. Although the melting point of PTFE is 327°C, it begins to warp
at temperatures greater than 250°C which results in a loss of pressure-holding capability,
and at temperatures exceeding 300°C, the PTFE begins to dissociate. Moreover,
autoclaves commonly used for these reactions are unable to withstand pressures greater
than approximately 12 MPa.
As reaction temperatures and pressures are increased, the changing dielectric
constant of water as a function of temperature and pressure begins to have a more
pronounced influence over important experimental conditions such as reaction rate and
reagent solubility. As the temperature and pressure within a constant-volume container
increase, therefore increasing the kinetic energy of the solvent molecules within, the
polarization of water decreases. This gives rise to solvent properties that are more similar
to those of nonpolar organic solvents and results in a drastic change in solubility for
normally water-insoluble reactants. Once the reaction temperature reaches the critical
point of water (374°C, 22.1 MPa), the reaction transport medium becomes a supercritical
fluid and can no longer be considered as either a liquid or vapor. These supercritical
hydrothermal conditions facilitate diffusion and reaction kinetics that are orders of
magnitude faster than in milder conditions and can promote the formation of phases
exhibiting unusual structure types and oxidation states.62
For autoclaves rated to higher temperatures and pressures, all PTFE is excluded
from the vessel components and the container is made up of more robust materials such
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as the alloy Hastelloy C. In order to prevent the reaction mixture from coming into direct
contact with the container walls, reagents and solvent are charged into a metal ampoule
fused shut on one end. The reaction container should ideally remain inert throughout the
course of the reaction, thus precious metals such as gold, platinum, or silver are often
used as the primary reaction container material. The fused end of the metal ampoule is
then dipped into liquid nitrogen to freeze the reaction mixture such that the solvent and
any volatile reagents are not lost when the ampoule is welded shut. The sealed ampoule is
allowed to return to room temperature and is placed within the autoclave, to which a
volume of water equivalent to the fill level of the metal ampoule is added; this water
serves as counter-pressure and is necessary to prevent the ampoule from rupturing when
pressurized. Although this method has very evident advantages as a synthetic technique
in general, the primary disadvantage is the expensive and specialized equipment that is
necessary to sustain the high temperatures and pressures generated during reactions.
Hydrothermal systems are naturally reducing environments, thus reduced phases
tend to result from hydrothermal synthesis reactions. 62,

63

This is particularly true of

hydrothermal reactions taking place at higher temperatures where metal ampoules must
be utilized rather than PTFE considering that the use of many common oxidizing agents
would result in unwanted oxidation of the metal ampoules. Instead, aqueous hydroxide
solutions are regularly employed which both prevent oxidation of the metal ampoule in
addition to serving as mineralizers that enhance reactant solubility and facilitate crystal
growth.64
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Materials Characterization
The synthesis of novel materials is almost always accompanied by some level of
characterization. One of the most beneficial aspects of being able to successfully prepare
high-quality single crystals of a novel phase is the ability to then perform single crystal
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements, thus allowing for determination of the crystal
structure and composition. This process is not always straightforward and can be further
complicated by the presence of crystal defects and excessive twinning which may prevent
even the most experienced crystallographers from reaching a suitable structure solution.
In the opportune occasions when high-quality data is obtained and a reliable structure
solution is reached, it is often useful to perform qualitative measurements such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) to
glean further information about the crystal morphology or elemental content. EDS results
are particularly valuable for structures containing both oxide and fluoride, for example,
which can be differentiated in some cases by the surrounding coordination environments
but that are otherwise crystallographically indistinguishable.
Unlike single crystal XRD which requires high-quality single crystals, many other
characterizations and property measurements are performed on bulk samples of phase
pure polycrystalline powders. Sample purity

is

critical for

accurate phase

characterization. Powder XRD (PXRD) is a commonly employed technique to verify
phase purity, where measurements are performed on a homogeneously ground powder
that is generally densely packed into a well within a flat sample holder. Data collection
yields results in the form of a powder diffractogram or powder pattern, from which the
purity of a sample can be evaluated based on how well the observed peaks correspond to
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the calculated pattern that is generated from the single crystal XRD structure data.
Modern instrumentation is highly sensitive and is often capable of detecting crystalline
impurities present in the sample in quantities as little as 1% of the total sample mass. If
present in sufficiently large quantities such that multiple peaks from an impurity phase
can be resolved in the sample pattern, phase matching can be performed where impurity
peaks are compared to the patterns of known phases. Given that extraordinary efforts are
often made to synthesize phase pure samples from exploratory synthesis techniques,
successful identification of impurity phase(s) can provide helpful guidance to the
experimentalist in their efforts to achieve an optimized synthesis.
In order to further characterize a material, it is generally appropriate to perform
spectroscopy measurements. In cases where it is of interest to identify specific chemical
groups present in a material, infrared and Raman spectroscopies can be used to reveal
various vibrational modes in the spectra associated with the given chemical species.
Optical measurements such as fluorescence spectroscopy can be used to analyze emissive
materials that fluoresce when exposed to ultraviolet light, and in combination with UVVis absorption spectroscopy, this technique can help to elucidate the electronic structure
of novel materials. As will be seen later in this work, UV-Vis spectroscopy is particularly
effective in distinguishing between actinide oxidation states, which often exhibit
characteristic absorption spectra. Other techniques such as X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) can also be exploited, from which definitive oxidation state
differentiation can be made based on binding energies of the photoelectron peaks in a
spectrum; however, this technique is surface-sensitive, thus materials prone to surface
oxidation may yield conflicting results.
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Important characterizations for any functional material also include determination
of its thermal behavior and stability, often performed using a combination of
thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis (TGA-DTA). TGA measures
weight change as a function of temperature, revealing weight loss or weight gain
associated with processes such as gas evolution or oxidation. DTA measurements are
normally performed simultaneously with TGA, revealing endothermic and exothermic
processes such as melting and structure transitions. After heating, the TGA-DTA sample
residues can be further analyzed by PXRD to either identify the phases formed from
thermal decomposition or to confirm sample stability over the measured temperature
range.
For those compounds exhibiting unpaired electrons, magnetic measurements can
also be performed. Measurements of magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature
allow for the determination of a material’s effective magnetic moment, which can be
correlated to calculated values based on the number of unpaired electrons. Additionally,
at low temperatures where magnetic interactions are not out competed by thermal effects,
these data can also reveal the presence (or absence) of magnetic ordering. Magnetic
behavior of materials containing 5f elements can be complex, where the ability to
effectively model their magnetic behavior is complicated by many factors including
crystal field effects and strong spin-orbit coupling. Even so, magnetic measurements on
these materials can provide valuable insight on the behavior of their 5f electrons.
It is expected that through a combination of these characterizations and physical
measurements, a more complete understanding of the fundamental properties of novel
actinide materials will emerge. Exploratory synthesis has been instrumental in obtaining
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and characterizing novel uranium phases; however, these undertakings become
increasingly more difficult as one traverses the actinide series, in part due to the extreme
sample size limitations imposed. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to pursue actinidecontaining structures expected to exhibit favorable properties based on known structureproperty relationships in related systems. To achieve this, considerable efforts must be
made to establish crystal growth conditions that facilitate the synthesis of high-quality
crystals containing actinides.
Outline
This work will detail synthetic strategies applied and adapted for the crystal
growth of novel actinide oxides and fluorides, namely molten flux and hydrothermal
synthesis methods. Investigations of the novel phases obtained in this work have
elucidated their existing structure-property relationships while also contributing to a
broader research effort focused on understanding the solid-state chemistry of the
actinides. Part I will discuss novel uranium borate and silicate compounds obtained from
molten flux (Chapter 2) and hydrothermal synthesis (Chapters 3 – 5) methods.
Hydrothermal synthesis techniques that can be applied to target compounds containing
uranium in its relatively rare pentavalent oxidation state will be highlighted in Chapters 3
and 4. Part II of this work will discuss novel plutonium compounds obtained, including
the first quaternary plutonium silicate (Chapter 6) in addition to an intriguing family of
ultra-stable plutonium fluoride phases (Chapter 7).
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PART I

INVESTIGATION OF THE SYNTHESIS, STRUCTURE, AND
PROPERTIES OF NOVEL COMPLEX URANIUM OXIDES
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CHAPTER 2

CRYSTAL GROWTH OF ALKALI URANYL BORATES FROM
MOLTEN SALT FLUXES: CHARACTERIZATION AND ION
EXCHANGE BEHAVIOR OF A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K)1

Adapted with permission from Pace, K. A.; Koch, R. J.; Smith, M. D.; Morrison, G.;
Klepov, V. V.; Besmann, T. M.; Misture, S. T.; zur Loye, H.-C. Inorg. Chem. 2020, 59,
6449-6459. © 2020 American Chemical Society
1
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Abstract
A new family of layered alkali uranyl borates, A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K), was
synthesized as high quality single crystals via high temperature flux growth methods. At
room temperature, the compounds are structurally closely related although they
crystallize in different monoclinic space groups, specifically P21/c (Cs), C2/m (Rb), and
C2/c (K). At a low temperature (100 K), Cs2(UO2)B2O5 becomes isostructural with
K2(UO2)B2O5 as the result of a reversible structure transition by Cs2(UO2)B2O5. The title
phases represent the first examples of uranyl borates resulting from high temperature flux
growth utilizing alkali halide fluxes. The synthesis, structures, and thermal, optical, and
ion exchange properties are reported, and modeling of the atomic structure and disorder
of the ion exchanged phases is discussed.
Introduction
Uranium borates represent a structurally diverse class of compounds that, unlike
other main-group-element-containing uranium compounds, such as silicates and
phosphates, have not been observed to occur naturally as minerals. Complex topologies
arise from the unique ability of the borate anion to exist as both three-coordinated BO3
triangles and four-coordinated BO4 tetrahedra, as well as by the tendency of borate
groups to polymerize to form versatile structural building blocks. While the structural
attributes of nonuranium borates have resulted in their widespread use as functional
materials in fields such as nonlinear optics, the preparation of novel uranium-containing
borates has instead been motivated primarily by applications pertaining to nuclear waste
storage.1,

2

In doing so, efforts have been made to gain a thorough understanding of

uranium borate phase stability and the synthetic conditions under which they form.
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A considerable number of uranium borates have been synthesized by the
Albrecht-Schmitt and Alekseev groups; however, the majority of these reported phases
were prepared via mild hydrothermal routes3–15 and high-temperature, high-pressure
hydrothermal synthesis methods,16–19 while only a handful have been prepared via hightemperature flux synthesis. The latter consist of the simple ternary and quaternary
uranium borates UO2B2O4, Mg(UO2)B2O5, Ca(UO2)2B2O6, and A(UO2)(BO3) (A = Li,
Na, K, Rb, Cs),20–25 along with the transition-metal-containing quaternary phase
Ni7(UO2)(B4O14).26 Recently, high-temperature, high-pressure solid state methods have
also been applied to synthesize a novel uranyl borate, β-K4[(UO2)5(BO3)2O4].27 To date,
the use of high temperature flux growth for the preparation of uranium borates has been
limited to the use of B2O3 melts or mixed boric acid/alkali metal borate fluxes.28
One area of research within our group has focused on the synthesis,
characterization, and investigation of structure−property relationships existing in novel
complex uranium oxides with structure types conducive to the sequestration of
radionuclides.29 Using high temperature flux growth methods, we have synthesized a
number

of

uranium

aluminates,

silicates,

phosphates,

germanates,

and

aluminophosphates.30–39 Notable examples include [Cs3F][(UO2)(Si4O10)], a uranyl
silicate salt-inclusion material (SIM) prepared from a CsCl/CsF eutectic mixture,
characterized by a three-dimensional uranyl silicate framework containing a onedimensional alkali halide salt lattice within the channels. 40 Similarly, a set of highly
luminescent uranyl phosphates A6[(UO2)7O4(PO4)4] (A = Cs, Rb) were prepared from a
CsCl flux; cation−cation interactions within the layered structure were found to induce
intense luminescence in these phases.41 Additionally, the [Cs13Cl5][(UO2)3Al2O(PO4)6]
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aluminophosphate SIM, which was also prepared from a CsCl flux, represents the first
SIM to exhibit a three-dimensional salt-inclusion capable of complete single crystal-tosingle crystal post-synthesis ion exchange.42 Given the structurally diverse nature of
borates, an investigation of the uranium borate phase space was a natural extension of
these systems.
In the present work, we report on the mixed molten salt flux synthesis of a novel
family of uranyl borates, A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K), which exhibit structurally
related but distinct layered topologies. The phases have been structurally characterized,
both at room temperature and at 100 K, revealing a temperature induced structural
transition in Cs2(UO2)B2O5. In addition, the thermal, optical, and ion exchange properties
have been investigated. Along with the A2(UO2)B2O5 phases, we report on the structures
of a set of disordered intergrowth alkali uranyl borates, A 9U9(BO3)O30 (A = Rb, K),
which form as secondary products in the reactions yielding the title phases, A2(UO2)B2O5
(A = Cs, Rb, K).
Experimental Section
U3O8 (International Bio-Analytical Industries, ACS grade), B2O3 (Aldrich, 99%),
CsCl (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), CsF (Alfa Aesar, 99%), RbCl (Alfa Aesar, 99%), RbF (Alfa
Aesar, 99.1%), KCl (Mallinckrodt Chemicals, 99.6%), and KF (Alfa Aesar, 99%) were
used as received. Caution! Although the uranium precursors used contain depleted
uranium, standard safety procedures for handling radioactive materials must be
followed. For each reaction mixture, a 1:4 molar ratio of U3O8 (70.2 mg) to B2O3 (23.2
mg) was added to a silver tube that was crimped and welded shut on one end using a TIG
welder. A mixed salt flux composed of an 11:9 molar ratio of CsCl/CsF (537 mg),
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RbCl/RbF (378 mg), or KCl/KF (224 mg) was added to the silver tube containing the
reaction mixture, which was then loosely capped with a silver lid. The reaction vessel
was placed in a programmable furnace and heated to 700°C for 12 h, then slowly cooled
to 400°C at a rate of 6°C per hour, after which point the furnace was shut off and allowed
to cool to room temperature. The tube was cut open and sonicated in water, yielding
yellow tablet crystals of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = K, Rb, Cs) that were isolated via vacuum
filtration, followed by thorough washing with water and acetone. Small amounts of
orange plates formed as a minor secondary phase in each reaction along with a substantial
amount of polycrystalline silver chloride, which was separated from the products by
soaking the bulk product mixtures in a 2 M sodium thiosulfate solution after sonication.
Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Single crystal X-ray diffraction data were
collected for K2(UO2)B2O5 at 301(2) K and for Cs2(UO2)B2O5 at 100(2) K and 302(2) K
using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON 100 CMOS area
detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα, λ = 0.71073 Å). Data for
Rb2(UO2)B2O5 were collected at 301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer
equipped with a PHOTON II area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα, λ
= 0.71073 Å). Integration of the diffraction data and correction for absorption effects
were performed using SAINT and SADABS programs within the APEX 3 software
suite.43 Initial structure solutions were obtained with SHELXS using direct methods and
refined using SHELXL.44 As an initial structural model for Cs2(UO2)B2O5 data collected
at 100(2) K, atomic coordinates from K2(UO2)B2O5 were used. For Rb2(UO2)B2O5, the
initial structure solution was obtained with SHELXT45 via direct methods and refined
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using SHELXL in OLEX2.46 Crystallographic data for all phases are provided in Table
2.1.
In the case of Cs2(UO2)B2O5, the data crystal was found to be a two-component
twin by manual twin law trials. Twinning by exchange of the a and c axes was suggested
by the similarity of the a and c axial lengths. Inclusion of the twin law (0 0 −1/0 −1 0/−1
0 0), a 2-fold rotation around the [−101] direction, resulted in a modest improvement in
the R values from R1/wR2 (I > 2σ(I)) = 0.026/0.045 to 0.020/0.030. The Fourier difference
map was also flattened, from extrema of +2.8 and −2.2 e−/Å3 to the values reported
below. The minor twin domain fraction was refined to 0.203(5). K 2(UO2)B2O5, which is
isostructural to and has a similar unit cell as Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (100 K), was not found to be
twinned, suggesting the twinning is not intrinsic to the cesium phase but is the result of
random crystal selection. Several other crystals surveyed were of lower diffraction
quality. All atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The largest
residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference map are +1.56 and −1.17
e−/Å3, located 0.62 Å from Cs1 and 0.67 Å from U1, respectively.
Different structure solutions were obtained for Cs2(UO2)B2O5 at room
temperature and 100 K, and the room temperature structure was found to exhibit
extensive disorder that was not observed in the low temperature structure. A full structure
solution was obtained for the low temperature Cs 2(UO2)B2O5 structure; however,
solutions obtained from room temperature data collections resulted in large displacement
parameters for uranium, boron, and cesium atoms, thus a full structure solution was not
obtained for the room temperature Cs2(UO2)B2O5 structure. Unit cell measurements were
collected at variable temperatures between 300 and 100 K in order to determine the
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Table 2.1 A2(UO2)B2O5 Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
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formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
 (°)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2

K2(UO2)B2O5
Rb2(UO2)B2O5
Cs2(UO2)B2O5
C2/c
C2/m
C2/c
449.85
542.59
637.47
301(2)
301(2)
100(2)
12.1331(4)
12.5238(4)
12.9224(9)
5.1759(2)
5.25620(10)
5.3828(4)
12.1504(4)
6.8765(2)
12.9731(13)
112.0739(8)
123.1620(10)
114.9291(18)
707.11(4)
378.937(18)
818.31(12)
4
2
4
4.226
4.755
5.174
0.10 x 0.08 x 0.06
0.07 x 0.02 x 0.01
0.10 x 0.06 x 0.02
24.121
34.170
28.596
25 543
12 097
13 549
1887
517
1501
0.0302
0.0275
0.0392
0/58
1/56
0/59
1.105
1.100
1.030
R1 = 0.0111
R1 = 0.0113
R1 = 0.0196
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
wR2 = 0.0214
wR2 = 0.0269
wR2 = 0.0305
R1 = 0.0196
R1 = 0.0113
R1 = 0.0294
final R indices (all data)
wR2 = 0.0231
wR2 = 0.0269
wR2 = 0.0327
3
largest diff. peak & hole (e /Å )
0.639 and -0.585
0.711 and -0.752
1.556 and -1.173
a A full structure solution for Cs (UO )B O at 302 K was not obtained due to extensive structural disorder.
2
2 2 5

Cs2(UO2)B2O5 a
P21/c
637.47
302(2)
8.8883(11)
10.7046(14)
8.9008(11)
104.285(2)
820.69(18)
4
5.159
0.10 x 0.06 x 0.02

temperature at which a structure transition occurred. Measurements were initially
collected at 50 K increments as the sample was cooled to 100 K from room temperature.
Upon observing a change in the unit cell, the sample was allowed to slowly warm up past
the transition temperature before recollecting unit cell measurements at smaller
increments of 25 K to confirm the transition temperature.
In the case of Rb2(UO2)B2O5, precession images of the 0kl plane revealed
reflections inconsistent with expected systematic absences, suggesting the presence of a
̅ with a larger unit cell did
possible superstructure or twinning. Solving the structure in P1

not improve the disorder, and a suitable structure model could not be obtained. The
additional reflections in the precession images of the 0kl plane were accounted for upon
selection of an orthorhombic-C Bravais lattice. However, similar disorder was still
present in the structure model, and an R1 value below 5% could not be obtained. A
comparison of the PXRD pattern of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 with expected peak positions in the
monoclinic-C setting (a = 12.52, b = 5.26, c = 6.88 Å, β = 123°) versus the orthorhombicC setting (a = 13.78, b = 21.01, c = 5.27 Å) is shown in Figure 2.1, demonstrating that the
monoclinic-C setting is preferred and that no superstructure peaks were found. Under
these considerations, we presume that the inconsistent reflections in the precession
images are a result of twinning that could not be accounted for; thus, we conclude that the
correct space group is C2/m.
Thermal Properties. Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis
(TGA/DTA) measurements were performed on polycrystalline powder samples using a
TA SDT Q600 TGA. Samples were heated from room temperature to the target
temperatures at 10°C/min under a flow of nitrogen gas, and the resulting powders were
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Figure 2.1 PXRD Pattern of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 in Monoclinic-C vs. Orthorhombic-C
Setting. PXRD pattern of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 with expected peak positions in the monoclinicC setting (top; a = 12.52, b = 5.26, c = 6.88 Å, 𝛽 = 123°) versus orthorhombic-C setting
(bottom; a = 13.78, b = 21.01, c = 5.27 Å). Expected peak positions are shown as blue
hash marks.
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analyzed by PXRD for phase identification post-heating. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) data were collected using a TA DSC Q2000 equipped with an RCS 90
refrigeration system. Data were collected on powder samples cooled from room
temperature to −80°C at a rate of 5°C/min under a nitrogen gas flow to confirm the
presence of low temperature structural phase transitions revealed by single crystal X-ray
diffraction data and to determine a more exact transition temperature.
Elemental Analysis. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed using
a TESCAN SEM VEGA3 equipped with an EDS detector operated in low-vacuum mode
at 20 kV. Measurements confirmed the presence of the expected elements in each phase.
Optical Properties. Diffuse reflectance UV−visible spectra were collected over
the range of 200−900 nm using a PerkinElmer LAMBDA 35 UV/vis spectrophotometer
equipped with an integrating sphere. The Kubelka−Munk function was used to convert
diffuse reflectance to absorbance.47 Fluorescence measurements were collected on a
PerkinElmer LS 55 spectrometer. Excitation spectra were collected at emission
wavelengths between 534 and 538 nm, and emission spectra were collected at an
excitation wavelength of 411 nm. Infrared spectroscopy data were collected on powder
samples using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer in the range of 650 to
4000 cm−1.
Powder X-ray Diffraction. Phase purity was confirmed by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) using a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation, λ =
1.54184 Å) equipped with a LYNXEYE XE-T detector. Data were collected over a 2θ
range of 5− 65° with a step size of 0.04°. In situ high temperature PXRD measurements
were collected using a Rigaku Ultima IV diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation) equipped with
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a D/teX Ultra 250 detector and a HT 1500 high temperature attachment. Measurements
were made while heating the samples to temperatures between 250 and 600°C under a
vacuum. Measurements were initially collected over a 2θ range of 10−50° with a step
size of 0.02°; then, in order to observe small changes in the PXRD patterns,
measurements were recollected over narrower 2θ ranges where changes in the patterns
were observed to occur.
Ion Exchange. Single crystals of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 were ground, and the
polycrystalline powder was distributed into three vials each containing 10 mg of sample.
A saturated solution of CsCl, RbCl, or KCl was added to vials and the samples were
heated in an oil bath at 90°C for approximately 2 days. The salt solutions were decanted,
and the ion exchanged samples were centrifuged in water several times, followed by
thorough washing with water and acetone. Ion exchange products were characterized by
PXRD and EDS.
Modeling of Ion Exchange. Powder diffraction data from the ion-exchanged
materials were fit with a python wrapper in the DIFFaX software package. 48 Atomic
structure within DIFFaX is described using a number of layer types (i, j, ...), defined
atomistically as layer unit cells. The spatial relationship between layers is defined using
stacking vectors, Rij, and the likelihoods of each layer−layer transition within the atomic
structure are defined as stacking probabilities, αij. Additionally, the stacking vectors can
be represented as normal distributions, spread around mean values with covariance terms
C11, C22, C33, C12, C23, and C13, analogous to anisotropic thermal displacement
parameters.
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The powder diffraction data collected from the ion exchanged materials suggests
the samples are highly oriented, and as a result only the (00l) series of diffraction peaks
was modeled. The layer unit cells were extracted from the parent C2/c symmetry
structure, and the c and b axes were swapped to maintain the heuristic of the DIFFaX
software, where stacking occurs along the c-lattice direction. For the KCl and RbCl salt
exchanges, mixed Cs/K or Cs/Rb occupancy was assumed, and the occupancies of the
two species were refined and constrained to be less than one. For the CsCl salt exchange,
the Cs occupancy was refined and constrained to be less than one. Two distances from
the central unit cell plane were also refined, one for each of the two pairs of alkali
species. Oxygen positions were fixed to maintain the same bond lengths as the parent
phase, and boron and uranium atoms were fixed at the center of the layer.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. High-temperature flux reactions of uranium(V,VI) oxide, boron oxide,
and the corresponding alkali chloride/fluoride flux mixture resulted in single crystals of
A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K) in addition to an approximately 10% yield of orange plates
of the impurity phase A9U9(BO3)O30 (A = Cs, Rb, K) in each reaction. Orange plate
crystals were also produced in CsCl/CsF flux reactions resulting in Cs 2(UO2)B2O5 and
were presumed to be Cs9U9(BO3)O30; however, a suitable structure solution could not be
obtained from single crystal XRD measurements and successful phase identification from
PXRD measurements was hindered by the existence of severe preferred orientation in the
sample. High temperature synthesis experiments are often optimized to obtain higher
yields of one product over another, where small changes in reaction temperature as little
as 50°C can significantly influence the reaction products formed. During attempts to
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optimize the yields of reactions forming A2(UO2)B2O5, it was determined that
approximately 50% yields of A9U9(BO3)O30 may be obtained by increasing the reaction
temperature to 800°C, and further increasing the reaction temperature to 1000°C was
found to result in nearly phase pure yields of A 9U9(BO3)O30. A reaction temperature of
700°C was determined to be optimal for the synthesis of high quality single crystals of
A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K).
Structure Description of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, K). Using single crystal Xray diffraction data collected at 100 K, the low temperature structure of Cs 2(UO2)B2O5
was solved in the space group C2/c and found to be isostructural with K2(UO2)B2O5,
which does not undergo a structure transition between room temperature and 100 K.
Systematic absences were consistent with space groups Cc and C2/c, the latter of which
was confirmed by structure solution. The asymmetric units of Cs 2(UO2)B2O5 (at 100 K)
and K2(UO2)B2O5 consist of seven atoms: one uranium atom (U1), one cesium or
potassium atom (Cs1 or K1), one boron atom (B1), and four oxygen atoms (O1−O4). The
uranium atom is located on an inversion center (Wyckoff site 4c), and oxygen atom O4 is
located on a 2-fold axis of rotation (site 4e). All other atoms are located on general
positions (site 8f). The single uranium site U1 is coordinated by six oxygens, with uranyl
oxygen bond lengths of 1.8308(13) Å (K) and 1.827(3) Å (Cs) and equatorial oxygen
bond lengths ranging from 2.2246(11) to 2.2519(11) Å (K) and 2.215(3) to 2.262(3) Å
(Cs). The equatorially coordinated oxygen atoms O2 and O3 are the vertices for cornersharing B2O5 groups which are twisted, resulting in a tilting of the uranyl octahedra
within the [(UO2)B2O5]2− sheets separated by charge-balancing cesium or potassium ions,
as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Uranyl Borate Layers in Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (100 K) and K2(UO2)B2O5.
[(UO2)B2O5]2- layers in the structures of K2(UO2)B2O5 and Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (at 100 K) are
shown, where corner-sharing twisted B2O5 groups are bound to tilted UO6 octahedra
within the layers. BO3 groups are represented as gray triangles, UO 6 groups as yellow
octahedra, and K or Cs cations are shown as purple spheres.
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While topologically

analogous

to the cesium and potassium phases,

Rb2(UO2)B2O5 crystallizes in the higher symmetry space group C2/m due to disordered
oxygen atoms in the structure. The asymmetric unit consists of nine atoms: one uranium
atom (U1), one rubidium atom (Rb1), one boron atom (B1), and six oxygen atoms (O1,
O2A−C, O3A,B). The uranium atom is located on a 2-fold axis of rotation along the
mirror plane (site 2c). Atoms O3A, B1, and Rb1 lie on the mirror plane (site 4i), and O1
is located on a 2-fold axis of rotation (site 4g). All other atoms are located on general
positions (site 8j). Figure 2.3 shows the structure of Rb2(UO2)B2O5, which exhibits
considerable disorder. Similar to the uranyl borate layers of K 2(UO2)B2O5, tilting of the
UO6 octahedra is also observed; however, the uranyl oxygen site is split over two
positions with O3A located on the mirror plane and O3B lying just off and disordered
across the mirror plane. Figure 2.3 shows the coordination environment of the uranium
site which is coordinated by both disordered axial and equatorial oxygen atoms, ranging
in length from 1.802(10) to 1.806(11) Å and 2.221(7) to 2.255(4) Å, respectively. The
equatorial oxygen site is split over three positions, with partial occupancies of O2A, O2B,
and O2C refining to 0.492(3), 0.316(3), and 0.193(3), respectively. These partially
occupied equatorial oxygen atoms form two vertices of the BO3 triangles which compose
disordered B2O5 groups, allowing constituent BO3 triangles to twist along the c axis. The
central oxygen atom of the B2O5 group (O1) lies just off a mirror plane (Figure 2.3) and
is disordered across the mirror plane, resulting in further disorder of the borate group
within the bc plane. Twisting of the B2O5 group is accommodated by elongated B−O
bond lengths of 1.369(6) − 1.474(13) Å and by the extent of the disorder in the
coordinating oxygen atoms.
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Figure 2.3 Structure of Rb2(UO2)B2O5. A view of the structure of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (top
left), which contains UO6 octahedra exhibiting disordered axial and equatorial oxygen
atoms (top right) and disordered corner-sharing B2O5 groups (bottom). UO6 octahedra are
shown in yellow, B2O5 groups in gray, and Rb cations are pink spheres.
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At room temperature, the structure of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 was solved in the space
group P21/c and has an asymmetric unit consisting of 12 atoms: one uranium atom (U1),
two cesium atoms (Cs1, Cs2), two boron atoms (B1, B2), and seven oxygen atoms
(O1−O7), all of which lie on general positions (site 4e). While the structure is composed
of the same [(UO2)B2O5]2− layers as the 100 K structure, rather than exhibiting twisted
B2O5 groups and tilted uranium octahedra, the B2O5 groups are planar, and the uranyl
units of the UO6 octahedra are oriented orthogonally to the plane of the layers, as shown
in Figure 2.4. A list of atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters is
provided in Table 2.2. Unit cell measurements collected at temperatures between 100 and
300 K in 25 K increments revealed that the structure transition from P21/c to C2/c is
reversible and that it occurs between 200 and 225 K.
The structure of A2(UO2)B2O5 is fairly simple and is consistent with other reports
in the literature, where increasing polymerization of borate units tends to result in less
complex uranyl borate structures;27 however, the crystal chemistry of A2(UO2)B2O5 is
unique in comparison to other simple uranium diborates. For example, although
A2(UO2)B2O5 and Mg(UO2)B2O521 share the same [(UO2)B2O5] fundamental building
block, rather than UO6 octahedra connected via corner-sharing to B2O5 dimers, the uranyl
borate layers in Mg(UO2)B2O5 consist of distorted UO7 pentagonal bipyramids and edgesharing B2O5 dimers. In contrast to the simple layered structures of α- and β-UO2B2O4,3, 20
which are composed of chains of edge-sharing UO8 hexagonal bipyramids linked to form
sheets by chains of corner-sharing BO3 triangles, the uranyl octahedra in the structure of
A2(UO2)B2O5 are isolated from one another by borate groups. Several other uranium
diborates have been reported, however, their structures are significantly more complex
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Figure 2.4 Room Temperature Structure of Cs2(UO2)B2O5. The structure of
Cs2(UO2)B2O5 at room temperature exhibits planar B2O5 groups and UO6 octahedra
which are orthogonal to the [(UO2)B2O5]2- layers. Cs2(UO2)B2O5 is isostructural to
K2(UO2)B2O5 at low temperature due to a reversible low temperature structure transition
occurring near 200 K. BO3 groups are represented as gray triangles, UO 6 groups as
yellow
octahedra,
and
Cs
cations
are
shown
as
blue
spheres.
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Table 2.2 Atomic Coordinates and Isotropic Displacement Parameters for
Cs2(UO2)B2O5 at 302 K
x
y
z
U(eq)
U1
0.26152(2)
0.50027(6)
0.23664(2)
13(1)
Cs1
0.50023(15)
0.70860(2)
0.99912(13)
21(1)
Cs2
0.00049(16)
0.29799(2)
0.49910(14)
26(1)
O1
0.2620(9)
0.6686(8)
0.2354(9)
44(1)
O2
0.2614(9)
0.3290(7)
0.2342(9)
41(1)
O3
0.3047(3)
0.4989(13)
0.4902(3)
47(1)
O4
0.4804(3)
0.4943(9)
0.7380(3)
25(1)
O5
0.2033(3)
0.5018(10)
0.7030(3)
20(1)
O6
-0.0079(4)
0.4849(10)
0.8057(4)
51(2)
O7
0.2398(3)
0.5011(11)
0.9796(3)
29(1)
B1
0.3366(4)
0.5030(17)
0.6462(4)
15(1)
B2
0.1471(4)
0.5022(17)
0.8357(4)
16(1)
U1
0.26152(2)
0.50027(6)
0.23664(2)
13(1)
Cs1
0.50023(15)
0.70860(2)
0.99912(13)
21(1)
Cs2
0.00049(16)
0.29799(2)
0.49910(14)
26(1)
O1
0.2620(9)
0.6686(8)
0.2354(9)
44(1)
O2
0.2614(9)
0.3290(7)
0.2342(9)
41(1)
O3
0.3047(3)
0.4989(13)
0.4902(3)
47(1)
O4
0.4804(3)
0.4943(9)
0.7380(3)
25(1)
O5
0.2033(3)
0.5018(10)
0.7030(3)
20(1)
O6
-0.0079(4)
0.4849(10)
0.8057(4)
51(2)
O7
0.2398(3)
0.5011(11)
0.9796(3)
29(1)
aU
(eq) is defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalized Uij tensor.
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than that of A2(UO2)B2O5. Notably, A2(UO2)B2O5 (with the exception of the room
temperature Cs2(UO2)B2O5 structure) exhibits nonplanar B2O5 dimers, which is in
contrast to the majority of reported uranium diborate phases that contain planar B 2O5
dimers.
Structure Description A9U9(BO3)O30 (A = Rb, K). A9U9(BO3)O30 crystallizes in
̅c and forms as a highly disordered intergrowth phase, where the
the space group R3

overall structure is made up of two different superimposed substructures of A 6U6O22 and
A6U6(BO3)2O16 layers (Figure 2.5). Electroneutrality is maintained by a 2:1 ratio of the
respective

layers,

and

thus,

[A6U6O22]0.667[A6U6(BO3)2O16]0.333.

the

formula

Relevant

may

also

be

crystallographic

represented
and

as

refinement

information is presented in Table 2.3. Exhibiting an anionic topology related to that of αU3O8, the dense, uranium-rich structure of the A9U9(BO3)O30 compositions serve as an
additional example of the effect that the uranium to boron ratio has on the overall
complexity of the structure.
Analysis of Disorder in the Crystal Structure of Rb 9U9(BO3)O30. The
compound crystallizes in the trigonal system. Systematic absences were consistent with
̅c, the latter of which was confirmed by structure solution. The
space groups R3c and R3
̅c consists of seven primary atomic positions: one uranium atom on
asymmetric unit in R3

a two-fold axis (U1A/B, site 18e, site symmetry .2), two rubidium atoms (Rb1 on a threefold axis, site 12c, symmetry 3.; Rb2 on the origin, site 6b, 32 symmetry), three oxygen
atoms (O1, on a general position, site 36f; O2 on a three-fold axis, site 12c, symmetry 3.;
O3A/B on a two-fold axis, site 18e, symmetry .2), and one boron atom (B1B, site 6a, 32
symmetry). In preliminary models, the uranium and boron atoms and oxygen atom O3
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Figure 2.5 Disordered Intergrowth Structure of A9U9(BO3)O30 (A = Rb and K).
U6O22 and U6(BO3)O16 nets in the disordered intergrowth structure of A9U9(BO3)O30
(top) along with a view of disordered [U9(BO3)O30]9- layers (bottom). BO3 groups are
represented as gray triangles, disordered uranyl polyhedra are shown in orange, and Rb or
K cations are shown as pink spheres.
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Table 2.3 A9U9(BO3)O30 Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
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K9U9(BO3)O30
Rb9U9(BO3)O30
Cs9U9(BO3)O30a
R3̅c
R3̅c
P1̅
2021.99
2300.21
302(2)
302(2)
302(2)
7.0448(2)
7.0673(4)
8.5780(6)
7.0448(2)
7.0673(4)
10.5217(7)
38.9402(13)
41.002(2)
14.3577(9)
90
90
72.971(2)
90
90
87.655(3)
120
120
71.213(2)
1673.66(11)
1773.6(2)
1170.99(14)
3
3
1
6.018
6.461
6.252
0.06 x 0.04 x 0.02
0.06 x 0.04 x 0.02
0.16 x 0.10 x 0.10
44.600
53.303
42.200
14 853
35 365
428
1252
0.050
0.0472
0/37
0/38
1.248
1.151
R1 = 0.0117
R1 = 0.0177
wR2 = 0.0264
wR2 = 0.0292
final R indices (all data)
R1 = 0.0119
R1 = 0.0234
wR2 = 0.0267
wR2 = 0.0301
3
largest diff. peak & hole (e /Å )
1.242 and -0.856
1.232 and -1.131
a A full structure solution could not be obtained therefore the nominal composition and unit cell data are given.
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
 (°)
 (°)
 (°)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]

were refined as fully occupied on single sites. This resulted in very large residual electron
density maxima of +10.4 / -16.0 e-/Å3 near the uranium site, a physically unreasonable
boron displacement parameter (Uiso > 0.8 Å2) and R-factors of R1/wR2 = 0.050 / 0.093.
The uranium and O3 oxygen atom anisotropic displacement parameters were
significantly prolate, suggesting split positions. Refinement of a model with both U1 and
O3 split into two sites lowered the R1-values below 0.02, normalized the anisotropic
displacement parameters for these atoms and gave a flat and small difference map. Free
refinement of the occupancies of the U1A/B and O3A/B split positions gave values near
0.66 / 0.33 for each site, i.e. a ratio near A/B = 2:1. Refinement of the boron atom
occupancy also resulted in a decrease from full occupancy and a normal displacement
parameter. The refined uranium, boron and split O3 site occupancies and bond distances
(unique B-O bond B1B-O3B = 1.396(1) Å) suggests the existence of oxide (O3A) and a
borate BO3 (B1B/O3B) species disordered in the uranium-containing layers at z = 0.25.
Oxygen O2 is also in these layers but is common to both oxide and BO3 networks.
Alternatively, these layers can be understood as intergrown (disordered) U 6O22 layers
(U1A/O1A/O2 atoms) and U6(BO3)2O16 layers (U1B/B1B/O3B/O2 atoms) in the
proportion 2:1. This is sensible considering bond distance and charge balance arguments.
For an electroneutral crystal, the proportion of intergrown [Rb6U6O22] (net charge -2) and
Rb6U6(BO3)2O16 (net charge +4) phases should be 2:1, which agrees with the refined
occupancy values. Considerable effort was expended to find an ordered model with lower
symmetry. Careful examination of the diffraction frames, aided by simulated precession
images constructed from the data images using the Bruker APEX3 software, revealed no
violations of an R-centered lattice. Solutions in lower symmetry trigonal space groups, or
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subgroups in different crystal systems, including even solutions in space group P1 (No.
̅c. It is therefore concluded that the
1) resulted in disorder identical to that observed in R3
̅c as a 2:1 intergrowth of
structure is genuinely disordered and best described in R3

[Rb6U6O22]2- and [Rb6U6(BO3)2O16]4+ phases with the Rb-O network (atoms Rb1, Rb2
and O1) common to both. For the final refinement cycles, the A/B atomic site
occupancies were fixed at exactly 0.667/0.333, respectively, and all atoms were refined
with anisotropic displacement parameters. Those of O3A/O3B were kept equal. The
largest residual electron density peak and hole in the final difference map are +1.23 and 1.13 e-/Å3, located < 0.7 Å from U1A. Final atomic coordinates were standardized with
the Structure Tidy program.49–51 As an initial structural model for K9U9(BO3)O30, atomic
coordinates from Rb9U9(BO3)O30 were used and the model was refined. Crystallographic
data are provided in Table 2.2.
Thermal Properties. The thermal stability of A2(UO2)B2O5 was investigated, and
only partial decomposition for each of the three title compounds was found to occur up to
900°C. As shown in Figure 2.6, the TGA curves of all three compounds exhibit slow
weight loss over the measurement range. PXRD analysis of the products after heating to
900°C revealed decomposition into A(UO2)(BO3) in addition to a small amount of an
unidentified phase with some of the parent phase remaining after heating at 900°C in the
cases of the Cs and Rb compounds, an indication of the highly stable nature of these
compounds. For the K compound, the parent phase persisted to 900°C, however, a small
amount of an unidentified phase appeared. The DTA curves of the Rb and K compounds
exhibit endothermic peaks at 298 and 542°C, respectively, which do not correspond to
changes in the TGA curves. To determine whether the endothermic peaks signified phase
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Figure 2.6 TGA/DTA Data for A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K). TGA/DTA curves
of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (top left), Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (top right), and K2(UO2)B2O5 (bottom) from
room temperature to 900°C.
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transitions, the Rb and K samples were heated to 400 and 600°C and upon cooling to
room temperature, the products were analyzed by PXRD. No changes in the PXRD
patterns were observed after heating, and TGA/DTA measurements collected during
cooling (Figure 2.7) revealed exothermic peaks at approximately the same temperatures
(292°C for Rb, 536°C for K), suggestive of possible reversible high temperature structure
transitions.
Low temperature DSC measurements were collected to probe for structure
transitions occurring between room temperature and −80°C. The DSC curve of
Cs2(UO2)B2O5 is shown in Figure 2.8 and exhibited a peak at approximately −50°C (223
K) on heating and cooling, consistent with the reversible structure transition from P21/c
to C2/c observed to occur between 200 and 225 K via single crystal X-ray diffraction.
The DSC curves of the Rb and K compounds did not indicate the presence of structure
transitions.
Optical Properties. The UV−visible absorption spectra of A2(UO2)B2O5 reveal
two broad overlapping absorption bands typical of U(VI) compounds, the most intense of
which have maxima between 320 and 355 nm and extend into the UV range past the
measurement capabilities of our instrument. The less intense band is associated with
vibrationally coupled electronic transitions of the uranyl group52 and is centered between
400 and 440 nm with a sharp absorption edge near 500 nm (Figure 2.9). Exposure of
A2(UO2)B2O5 to UV light induces bright green luminescence, a phenomenon commonly
observed in uranyl compounds. The room temperature emission spectra of A 2(UO2)B2O5
consist of five peaks corresponding to the coupling of vibrational transitions to bending
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Figure 2.7 Reversible Transitions in the TGA/DTA Data for A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Rb
and K). TGA/DTA curves of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (left) and K2(UO2)B2O5 (right).
Measurements were collected during heating (solid traces) and cooling (dashed traces).
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Figure 2.8 Low-Temperature DSC Data for Cs2(UO2)B2O5. DSC curve of
Cs2(UO2)B2O5 measured from 0°C to -80°C. Measurement was collected during cooling
(blue) and warming (red).
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Figure 2.9 UV-Vis Spectra of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K). UV-visible
absorption spectra of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (black), Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (red), and K2(UO2)B2O5
(blue).
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and stretching modes of the uranyl group,53, 54 although the lowest energy peak above 600
nm was poorly resolved in the spectra of the K and Rb compounds (Figure 2.10).
Peak assignments in the infrared absorption spectra of A 2(UO2)B2O5 were made
based on comparisons with existing data in the literature. 18, 20, 55 The spectra exhibit peaks
between 650 and 750 cm−1 and 1000 and 1400 cm−1 attributed to B−O bending and
stretching modes, respectively. Bands between 750 and 900 cm−1 are assigned to uranyl
asymmetric ν3 and symmetric ν1 stretching modes; however, it is likely there is some
overlap of uranyl and B−O stretching modes in this region. In the spectra of the Rb and
Cs compounds, weak intensity peaks at ∼1520 cm−1 and ∼3500 cm−1 suggest the
presence of small amounts of surface water (Figure 2.11). Drying the samples at 100°C
did not appreciably reduce the signals from water in the spectra.
Powder X-ray Diffraction. PXRD data were used to determine the phase purity
of each sample, which are presented in Figure 2.12. The experimental diffraction patterns
for all phases were found to match the calculated patterns derived from the structure
refinements and were determined to be phase pure with the exception of a small impurity
peak observed near 32° 2θ in the pattern of K2(UO2)B2O5, corresponding to residual
silver chloride. In situ high temperature PXRD measurements revealed reversible
structure transitions in both Rb2(UO2)B2O5 and K2(UO2)B2O5. In the case of the K
compound, the only change observed in the powder pattern as the sample was heated to
600°C occurred near the (−311) peak at 27.85°. At 550°C, a second peak near 27.90°
appeared as a shoulder and is more clearly resolved at 600°C; upon cooling past the
transition temperature back to 500°C, the second peak is no longer observed (Figure
2.13). Indexing the pattern collected at 600°C indicated C2/m as the space group for the
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Figure 2.10 Fluorescence A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K). Emission (dashed) and
excitation (solid) spectra of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (black), Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (red), and
K2(UO2)B2O5 (blue).
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Figure 2.11 FT-IR Spectra of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K). IR spectra of
Cs2(UO2)B2O5
(black),
Rb2(UO2)B2O5
(red),
and
K2(UO2)B2O5
(blue).
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Figure 2.12 PXRD Patterns of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K). PXRD patterns of
Cs2(UO2)B2O5 (top), Rb2(UO2)B2O5 (middle), and K2(UO2)B2O5 (bottom). A small
impurity peak near 32° 2𝜃 in the pattern of K2(UO2)B2O5 originates from residual silver
chloride. Observed patterns are shown in black and are compared to the calculated
patterns derived from the CIFs, shown in red.
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Figure 2.13 High Temperature PXRD Patterns of K2(UO2)B2O5. In situ high
temperature PXRD patterns of K2(UO2)B2O5 during heating to 600°C. A peak (marked
with asterisk) is observed to form reversibly as a shoulder peak on the (-311) peak at
550°C.
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high temperature K2(UO2)B2O5 phase, although we cannot be certain that this is the
correct space group given the very minor change in the powder pattern upon heating.
In the case of the Rb compound, a broad peak centered at 46.4° was observed to
split into two separate peaks at 46.0° and 46.6° as the sample was heated to 350°C. The
peak splitting was preceded by the formation of a shoulder peak centered at 46.3°, which
appeared at 300°C (Figure 2.14). The peak at 46.0° is no longer observed upon cooling
past the transition temperature to 250°C, confirming the reversibility of the transition.
Pattern indexing indicated the symmetry of the high temperature phase to be the lower
symmetry space group P21, however the structure change is likely very subtle, thus it can
only be concluded that the symmetry is lower in the high temperature phase in
comparison to the room temperature structure of Rb2(UO2)B2O5.
Ion Exchange and Modeling. The ability of A 2(UO2)B2O5 to undergo ion
exchange was investigated, and the effect of the ion exchange process on the structure
was probed. Powdered samples of Cs2(UO2)B2O5 were ion exchanged by soaking in
aqueous ACl (A = Cs, Rb, K) salt solutions, and the products were analyzed by PXRD.
The plots shown in Figure 2.15 represent the best fits of the measured data sets after
implementing the optimization code wrapper for DIFFaX. The fits are not perfect but
represent a reasonable reproduction of the observed data given the difficulties associated
with characterizing complex structures spanning multiple length scales.56 Fits could
possibly be improved by adding complexity or removing constraints on some parameters,
but a better fit may not provide substantially more realistic structural information.
Relevant refined structural and disorder parameters are shown in Table 2.4. The profiles
are broadened anisotropically in reciprocal space, suggesting a broad distribution of
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Figure 2.14 High Temperature PXRD Patterns of Rb2(UO2)B2O5. In situ high
temperature PXRD patterns of Rb2(UO2)B2O5 heated to 250°C (black), 300°C (green),
350°C (red), followed by cooling back to 250°C (blue). A new peak appearing at 46.0° at
350°C is no longer observed upon cooling past the transition temperature, confirming that
the transition is reversible.
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Figure 2.15 Fitted PXRD Patterns of Ion Exchanged A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and
K). Fitted powder diffraction patterns for the three samples ion exchanged in aqueous
KCl (top), RbCl (middle), and CsCl (bottom). Also listed are fit and data quality indices,
Rwp, Rexp, and goodness of fit (GoF). Data are represented by open black circles, the fit as
a solid blue line, the background as a solid red line, and the residual, shown displaced
vertically, as a solid green line.
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Table 2.4 Relevant Refined Structural and Disorder Parameters for A2(UO2)B2O5
Ion Exchanged Samples
Global Phases Parameters
Cs occupancy
Second ion occupancy
Layer 1 parameters
Layer spacing (Å)
Spacing standard deviation (Å)
Probability
Layer 2 parameters
Layer spacing (Å)
Spacing standard deviation (Å)
Probability
Layer 3 parameters
Layer spacing (Å)
Spacing standard deviation (Å)
Probability

KCl
0.78
0.22

Aqueous Salt
RbCl
0.69
0.31

CsCl
-

6.772
0.61
0.83

7.175
0.74
0.88

7.990
0.84
0.58

5.76
0.35
0.85

7.04
0.27
0.79

7.41
0.19
0.58

5.92
0.44
0.66

5.92
0.50
0.76

5.92
0.59
0.84
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interlayer spacings. Furthermore, the profiles are themselves asymmetric, also suggesting
more than one distinct interlayer spacing (Figure 2.16). Generally, the primary and
secondary interlayer spacings are the largest, shown as orange and green double-sided
arrows in Figure 2.16, and these interlayer spacings increase with the ionic size of the
exchange species. The third interlayer spacing, which is shown as a blue double-sided
arrow in Figure 2.16, remains consistent across the samples at about 5.92 Å, which is
rather close to the interlayer spacing in the parent compound Cs 2(UO2)B2O5 and suggests
that a portion of the sample remains unexchanged, a conclusion that is further supported
by the determination of larger Cs occupancies remaining than exchange ion occupancies
in each case. EDS data, however, indicated that the relative Cs content was lower than
that of Rb and K for the ion exchanged powder samples (Table 2.5), and we interpret this
only as additional proof that ion exchange did in fact occur, rather than as a quantitative
determination, given the qualitative nature of EDS.
Nonetheless, this analysis helps to give a clearer picture of the identity of these
samples, which are partially ion exchanged with different interlayer spacings existing
within individual samples. Multiple interlayer spacings are also common in minerals or
clays and suggest a variable interlayer content. No additional interlayer species aside
from alkali cations were included in this analysis. It is possible that other species, such as
water, hydroxides, or other anions, are present. Given that this is an X-ray scattering
experiment and the samples contain uranium, it is unlikely that this analysis could be
sensitive to the presence of these species. Thus, the refined interlayer cation occupancies
may not have absolute accuracy, as they could be serving to account for electron density
of species not incorporated into the model. Furthermore, as we have assumed that the
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Figure 2.16 Schematic of Interlayer Spacings in Ion Exchanged A2(UO2)B2O5 (A =
Cs, Rb, and K). Schematic figure representing the exchanged product with different
interlayer spacings (orange, green, and blue double-sided arrows) existing within an
individual crystal. The primary and secondary interlayer spacings are the largest, and
these interlayer spacings increase with the ionic size of the exchange species. The third
interlayer spacing remains consistent.
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Table 2.5 EDS Data for Cs2(UO2)B2O5 Ion Exchanged in CsCl, RbCl, and KCl
Atomic %
O
U
Cs
Rb
K
Si
Cl

CsCl
67.6
17.9
14.5
-

RbCl
72.5
14.9
1.1
10.8
0.8
-
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KCl
68.6
14.9
1.6
13.3
0.5
0.9

diffraction data do not contain anything but 00l reflections, this analysis provides only
information on the atomic correlations along the c-direction as defined in Figure 2.17. No
other information is available within the powder diffraction data from the highly oriented
samples, including the relative x and y positions of the layers, or the x and y positions of
the atoms within the layers.
Conclusions
High temperature flux methods were used to prepare high quality single crystals
of a family of layered alkali uranyl borates from molten alkali halide salt mixtures. The
structures of A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K) were characterized and found to be
related but structurally distinct at room temperature, where a low temperature structure
transition was revealed for Cs2(UO2)B2O5, rendering it isostructural to the K phase.
Increasing reaction temperatures resulted in the cocrystallization of the intergrowth
A9U9(BO3)O30 (A = Rb and K) phases, which were found to exhibit extensive structural
disorder. A2(UO2)B2O5 (A = Cs, Rb, and K) were further characterized via optical
spectroscopy, and the thermal properties were investigated, revealing reversible high
temperature phase changes in Rb2(UO2)B2O5 and K2(UO2)B2O5. Additionally, ion
exchange experiments and modeling were performed, and the ion exchanged powders
were analyzed by powder X-ray diffraction. Fits of the powder patterns allowed for a
determination of the interlayer spacings, along with an approximation of the interlayer
ion content for each compound.
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Figure 2.17 Layer Structure Used for Modeling of Ion Exchanged A2(UO2)B2O5 (A =
Cs, Rb, and K). Example of an assumed layer structure used here for the sample
exchanged in aqueous KCl. Boron is shown in green, oxygen in red, uranium in blue,
potassium in purple and cesium in teal.
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CHAPTER 3

Na2(UO2)(BO3): AN ALL URANIUM (V) BORATE SYNTHESIZED
UNDER MILD HYDROTHERMAL CONDITIONS 1

1

Adapted with permission from Pace, K. A.; Kocevski, V.; Karakalos, S. G.; Morrison,
G.; Besmann, T. M.; zur Loye, H.-C. Inorg. Chem. 2018, 57, 4244-4247. © 2018
American Chemical Society
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Abstract
The first entirely pentavalent uranium borate, Na2(UO2)(BO3), was synthesized
under mild hydrothermal conditions. The single crystal structure was solved in the
orthorhombic space group Cmcm with a = 10.0472(3) Å, b = 6.5942(2) Å, c = 6.9569(2).
Magnetic susceptibility measurements revealed an antiferromagnetic transition at 12 K
and an effective magnetic moment of 2.33 μB. DFT calculations indicated dynamic
stability of the structure above 0 K.
Introduction
Historically, almost all research in uranium chemistry was motivated by weapons
and energy applications. More recently, however, the remediation and sequestration of
legacy waste, a consequence of past research efforts, has become more pressing and is
one reason for the current more comprehensive research efforts. 1 For example, the need
to understand uranium cation stability and mobility in the environment has made it
increasingly more critical to advance our understanding of uranium complexation,
crystal- and redox-chemistry. In aqueous conditions U(VI) and U(IV) are the most stable
among the four accessible oxidation states of uranium and, thus, the most prevalent in
both synthetically-derived compounds as well as in reported minerals; comparatively,
U(V) and U(III) are considerably less stable and, hence, noticeably absent in the mineral
record.2 Reaction conditions that promote U(V) formation are limited and the stability of
the aqueous pentavalent [UO2]+ species is inhibited by its tendency either to oxidize to
U(VI) or to undergo rapid disproportionation into hexavalent [UO2]2+ and tetravalent
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UO2 species.3,

4

As a result of this limited stability, there are very few examples of

exclusively pentavalent uranium oxides in the literature.
A primary challenge in the preparation of U(V) oxides lies in achieving the
conditions which favor the formation of exclusively U(V) phases over those which are
mixed-valent, such as the common U3O8 phase. Solid-state methods have yielded ternary
U(V) oxides including AUO3 (A = Na, K)5, 6 and MU2O6 (M = Co, Ni),7 however this
method has to date resulted in only a handful of compositions. The preparation of U(V)
compounds by related high temperature methods, such as flux crystal growth, has been
even less successful, although our group has previously reported on the flux growth of a
predominantly U(V) mixed-valent U(V,VI) oxide of the composition K 8U7O24
(KU0.875O3).8
The ability to prepare a desired material, such as an all U(V) oxide, is often
greatly dependent on the specific synthetic method used.9, 10 We decided to explore the
hydrothermal regime to stabilize and crystallize new U(V) oxides, an approach that
seemed warranted based on the observation that high-temperature, high-pressure
(HT/HP) hydrothermal reactions have enabled Lii et al. to isolate several mixed-valent
U(V,VI) phases as well as four exclusively U(V) phases, 11–13 specifically the silicates
K(UO)Si2O6

and

K3(U3O6)(Si2O7),

and

the

germanates,

Cs3UGe7O18

and

Rb3(U3O6)(Ge2O7).14–16 Utilizing the HT/HP hydrothermal method for the incorporation
of other oxoanions into frameworks has also resulted in a mixed-valent U(V,VI) borate
that has, until now, remained the only U(V) containing borate.17 Using HT/HP super- and
subcritical hydrothermal conditions, we were able to prepare and isolate single crystals of
the first entirely pentavalent uranium borate, Na2(UO2)(BO3) synthesized under mild
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hydrothermal conditions. Herein, we report on the structure, magnetism, and
spectroscopic properties of Na2(UO2)(BO3).
Experimental Section
Yellow rods of Na2(UO2)(BO3) were prepared by adding a mixture of 1 mmol of
UO3 (International Bio-Analytical Industries, ACS grade), 10 mmol of NaBO 2·4H2O
(Acros Organics, 98.5%), and 2 mL of 4M NaOH (aq) (molar ratio U:B:Na = 1:10:18) to a
13-cm silver ampoule, which was sealed and placed into a high pressure reactor vessel
with water just above the fill level of the silver ampoule to act as counter-pressure.
Caution! Although the uranium precursor used contained depleted uranium, standard
safety measures for handling radioactive substances must be followed. The reaction was
heated to 300°C for 1 day before slow cooling to 250°C, at which point the furnace was
shut off. It was estimated that approximately 8.6 MPa of pressure was generated within
the vessel. Once cooled, the silver ampoule was cut open to reveal rods of
Na2(UO2)(BO3) along with a small quantity of a brown polycrystalline by-product. The
product mixture was sonicated in water and then methanol, followed by manual
separation of the yellow rods (Figure 3.1). The yield of Na2(UO2)(BO3) was estimated to
be approximately 90% based on uranium. A qualitative EDS analysis of the product
confirmed the presence of U, Na, and O in the expected ratios.
Results and Discussion
A suitable crystal was selected for single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis at 301
K and was solved and refined to an R1 value of 1.52%. Relevant crystallographic data is
compiled in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. A phase pure sample of Na2(UO2)(BO3), as confirmed by
powder X-ray diffraction (Figure 3.2), was used for physical property characterization.
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Figure 3.1 Optical Image of Crystals of Na2(UO2)(BO3). Yellow rods of
Na2(UO2)(BO3).
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Table 3.1 Na2(UO2)(BO3) Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]

Na2(UO2)(BO3)
Cmcm
374.82
301(2)
10.0472(3)
6.5942(2)
6.9569(2)
460.92(2)
4
5.401
0.178 x 0.040 x 0.034
35.322
18 851
619
0.0357
0/31
1.108
R1 = 0.0152
wR2 = 0.0352
R1 = 0.0152
wR2 = 0.0352
2.405 and -1.631

final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)
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Table 3.2 Representative Interatomic Distances (Å) for Na2(UO2)(BO3)
U-O
U(1)-O(1) x 2
U(1)-O(2) x 2
U(1)-O(2) x 2
U(1)-O(3)

1.909(3)
2.336(3)
2.480(3)
2.320(4)

Na-O
Na(1)-O(1) x 2
Na(1)-O(1) x 2
Na(1)-O(2) x 2
Na(1)-O(3) x 2
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2.844(2)
2.365(2)
2.857(2)
2.5796(15)

B-O
B(1)-O(2) x 2
B(1)-O(3)

1.376(4)
1.347(6)

Figure 3.2 PXRD Pattern of Na2(UO2)(BO3). Powder diffraction pattern of
Na2(UO2)(BO3) collected from 5°-65° 2. The pattern calculated from the single crystal
CIF file is shown in red.
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Although no reducing agent was added to the reaction, we presume that the reduction of
uranium was facilitated by the formation of an in situ reducing agent, as has been
frequently observed in other hydrothermal reactions.18, 19
Structure Description of Na2(UO2)(BO3). Na2(UO2)(BO3) crystallizes as a
layered structure in the orthorhombic space group Cmcm, a = 10.0472(3) Å, b =
6.5942(2) Å, c = 6.9569(2), in which two-dimensional uranyl borate layers are separated
by sodium atoms. The planar layers of Na2(UO2)(BO3) (Figure 3.3(a)) can be described
by the uranophane anion topology and is related to a set of previously reported U(VI)
compositions A(UO2)(BO3) (A = Li, Na, K).20–22 With the exception of their corrugated
rather than planar topology, these compositions exhibit uranyl borate sheets similar to
that of Na2(UO2)(BO3) (Figure 3.4). The two-dimensional sheets of Na2(UO2)(BO3)
(Figure 3.3(b)) are composed of chains of edge-sharing UO7 polyhedra propagating along
the c-direction linked to neighboring chains by planar BO3 groups that participate in
alternating edge- and corner-sharing with the equatorial oxygens bound to uranium. The
single unique uranium site exists in a pentagonal bipyramidal coordination environment
with equatorial oxygen bond lengths ranging from 2.319(4) Å to 2.481(2) Å. The axial
oxygens are part of the [UO2]+ uranyl unit and exhibit an elongated bond length of
1.909(3) Å as well as an O=U=O bond angle of 173.7°. Although the uranyl bond lengths
are at the shorter end of the reported values of ~1.9-2.2 Å for U(V) compounds, there are
few U(V) compounds that contain uranium in a pentagonal bipyramidal coordination;
UO6 polyhedra exhibiting square bipyramidal coordination environments are the most
prominent examples in the literature. The presence of [UO 2]+ rather than [UO2]2+ in this
structure is in part supported by a consideration of the uranyl bond lengths of USbO5,
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Figure 3.3 Structure of Na2(UO2)(BO3). a) View of the chains of edge-sharing UO7
polyhedra linked by borate groups that lie within the [bc] plane and b) structure of
Na2(UO2)(BO3) viewed along the c-axis where planar uranyl borate layers are separated
by interlayer sodium cations. The yellow polyhedra represent UO 7, gray triangles are
BO3, and light blue spheres are sodium atoms.
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Figure 3.4 Topological Comparison of Na2(UO2)(BO3) vs. Na(UO2)(BO3).
Topological comparison of the uranyl borate layers of a) Na2(UO2)(BO3) containing
U(V) and b) Na(UO2)(BO3) containing U(VI).
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which contains pentagonal bipyramidal coordination of uranium with bond lengths of
1.931(7) Å and 2.026(3) Å.23 Thus, the uranyl bond lengths observed in Na2(UO2)(BO3)
are quite consistent. Furthermore, the bond-valence sum at the uranium site, using the
parameters r0 = 2.059 and B = 0.37, was calculated to be 5.08, which is consistent with
U(V).24
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurements revealed
broadened U(V) 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 main peaks at 391.1 eV and 380.2 eV respectively, an
effect arising from multiplet splitting that is characteristic of U 5+.25, 26 (Figure 3.5).
Magnetic Properties. To investigate the magnetic properties of Na2(UO2)(BO3),
the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility was measured from 2 K to 400
K at 0.1 T. The magnetic susceptibility exhibits an antiferromagnetic transition at 12 K
(Figure 3.6). The analysis of the inverse susceptibility data over the temperature range of
200 K to 400 K, (Figure 3.7) resulted in a magnetic moment of μeff = 2.33 μB, which falls
within the accepted range for U(V) compounds of ~1.4-3.0 μB.27 Furthermore, given that
the triplet to singlet magnetic transition characteristic of U(IV) 5f2 systems was not
observed,28–30 magnetic measurements confirmed the presence of U(V) rather than U(IV).
Below the ordering temperature, starting at 5 K, an increase in the susceptibility data is
observed. Future experiments will focus on determining if this is due to a phase transition
to a paramagnetic state or due to the presence of an otherwise undetectable paramagnetic
impurity.
Optical Properties. The IR spectrum of Na2(UO2)(BO3) reveals a weak broad
band with a maximum at 848 cm-1 corresponding to stretching modes of the [UO2]+ unit
(Figure 3.8); all other bands can be assigned to stretching modes of the borate group. The
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Figure 3.5 XPS Spectra of Na2(UO2)(BO3). XPS spectra showing the presence of U5+
along with a U6+ oxide layer, formed on the surface of the sample upon atmospheric
exposure. After 15 seconds of sputtering with an Ar + beam, the oxide layer began
decomposing, exposing the bulk sample with U5+ character represented by peaks 1 and
1’, along with the respective satellite peaks 2 and 2’. Overnight exposure to the ultra-high
vacuum left the sample unchanged, while a second round of sputtering with the Ar + beam
further decomposed the surface oxide layer.
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Figure 3.6 Magnetic Susceptibility Data for Na2(UO2)(BO3). Field cooled (0.1 T)
magnetic susceptibility of Na2(UO2)(BO3) measured from 2 K to 400 K. An
antiferromagnetic transition can be seen at 12 K.
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Figure 3.7 Inverse Magnetic Susceptibility Data for Na2(UO2)(BO3). Inverse
susceptibility of Na2(UO2)(BO3) over the range of 200 K to 400 K.
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Figure 3.8 FT-IR Spectrum of Na2(UO2)(BO3). IR spectrum of Na2(UO2)(BO3)
collected from 650-1700 cm-1.
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UV-visible spectrum also exhibits a broad absorption feature over the range of 470 nm to
200 nm which is consistent with the electronic transitions of the uranyl unit, along with a
second broad feature centered at 500 nm that is characteristic of charge transfer bands of
U(V) (Figure 3.9).17
Computational Analysis. First-principles calculations were performed to assess
the thermodynamic stability of Na2(UO2)(BO3). The calculations were carried out using
the DFT code VASP (Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package),31,

32

using the projector

augmented plane wave (PAW)33, 34 and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalizedgradient approximation.35 The DFT calculations suggested that the structure is
dynamically stable, as is indicated by the lack of negative phonon frequencies (Figure
3.10(a)). The formation enthalpy was calculated to be -2.81 eV, which is 0.029 eV above
the OQMD (Open Quantum Materials Database)36,

37

generated convex hull. Although

the DFT calculations show that the structure of Na2(UO2)(BO3) is thermodynamically
metastable at 0 K, the energy difference is small and the formation of Na2(UO2)(BO3)
might be favored due to kinetic reasons at the synthesis temperature. Thermodynamic
parameters including entropy, heat capacity, and vibrational contribution to Helmholtz
free energy as a function of temperature were also obtained (Figure 3.10(b)).
Additionally, an evaluation of the difference in the integral of the atomic resolved
projected density of states (PDOS) of Na2(UO2)(BO3) (Figure 3.11) provided information
on the number of unpaired electrons in the system. Calculations suggested the presence of
one unpaired electron from uranium, thus further supporting our assignment of the +5
oxidation state of uranium in this work.
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Figure 3.9 UV-Vis Spectrum of Na2(UO2)(BO3).
Na2(UO2)(BO3) collected from 200-900 nm.
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UV-visible spectrum

of

Figure 3.10 Calculated Thermodynamic Parameters for Na2(UO2)(BO3). a) Phonon
density of states (ph-DOS); and b) entropy (S), in J/mol·K, constant volume heat capacity
(Cv) in J/mol·K, and vibrational contribution to Helmholz free energy (Fvib) in kJ/mol, of
Na2(UO2)(BO3) as a function of temperature (T) in K.
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Figure 3.11 Projected Density of States of Na2(UO2)(BO3). Projected density of states
(PDOS) of Na2(UO2)(BO3). The PDOS of U, Na, B, and O atoms are shown in red, blue,
green, and yellow, respectively. The total DOS is represented by the black line.
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The energy cutoff for the plane wave basis expansion in the DFT calculations was
set to 520 eV, and the convergence criteria for the total energies and the ionic forces was
set to 10−6 eV and 10−3 eV/Å, respectively, using 5×7×7 Monkhorst-Pack k-mesh. To
consider the magnetic properties of uranium and to capture the correlated nature of
uranium 5f electrons, we performed spin-polarized calculations and used the DFT+U
method.38,

39

We chose Ueff = 4.0 eV, a value that has been proven to reproduce the

structural parameters and band gaps for different uranium oxide polymorphs. 40–42 Every
cell was fully relaxed, i.e., cell volume, cell shape and ionic positions. The force
constants were calculated using the density functional perturbation theory, 43 and
afterwards were used to calculate the phonon dispersion utilizing the core phonopy.44
Conclusions
In summary, we have prepared Na2(UO2)(BO3), the first all U(V) borate, via the
hydrothermal method. This represents the first example of an exclusively U(V)
compound prepared under mild hydrothermal conditions and suggests that this synthetic
approach represents a possible route to other U(V)-containing systems. In spite of its
narrow stability range, the U(V) cation is encapsulated in and stabilized in this twodimensional layered structure. The oxidation state of uranium was confirmed using a
combination of bond-valence sums, XPS, charge balance considerations, magnetic
measurements, and DFT calculations, which indicated dynamic stability of the structure.
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CHAPTER 4

MODERATE SUPERCRITICAL SYNTHESIS AS A FACILE ROUTE TO
MIXED-VALENT URANIUM (IV,V) AND (V,VI) SILICATES 1

1

Adapted with permission from Pace, K. A.; Klepov, V. V.; Morrison, G.; zur Loye, H.C. Chem. Commun. 2018, 54, 13794-13797. © 2018 Royal Society of Chemistry
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Abstract
Mixed-valent uranium (IV,V) and (V,VI) phases represent a unique subset of
known uranium compounds. Efforts to develop our current understanding of these
materials have pointed to hydrothermal methods as effective preparative techniques.
Herein we report the successful use of moderate supercritical conditions for the synthesis
of five new U(V) containing phases.
Introduction
Uranium’s ability to exist in multiple oxidation states (II, III, IV, V, VI) has
resulted in a substantial number of compounds containing uranium in diverse, often
oxidation state specific, coordination environments. Owing to the greater stability of
U(IV) and U(VI), as compared to U(II), U(III), and U(V), divalent and trivalent uranium
exists almost exclusively in molecular compounds, while pentavalent uranium remains a
relatively undeveloped facet of uranium chemistry.1
U(V)-containing minerals are known, for example the dehydrated and hydrated
forms of wyartite, CaUV(UVIO2)2(CO3)O4(OH)∙7H2O2,3 and, like many minerals, their
formation likely resulted from hydrothermal crystal growth processes. It stands to reason
that to synthesize other U(V)-containing materials we can learn from nature and adopt
this proven approach. The main challenge, of course, remains to identify and create the
conditions that facilitate the formation and stabilization of U(V), as only a few examples
of purely pentavalent uranium-containing compounds are known;4 complex ternary and
higher mixed valent U(IV,V) and U(V,VI) compositions are even less prevalent.
In recent years, a number of reports on the successful preparation of mixed-valent
U(IV,V) and U(V,VI) compounds has highlighted synthetic techniques that are able to
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stabilize pentavalent uranium where, in particular, the hydrothermal method has emerged
as one of the most prominent of these techniques. As an example, a U(V,VI) hydroxide
reported by Cahill et al. was synthesized via a mild hydrothermal route from the partial
reduction of [UO2]2+ by zinc and hydrazine, resulting in the stabilization of U(V) most
likely attributable to the formation of UV-UVI dimers.5 Using related methods, Wang et
al. reported on the synthesis of a U(IV,V,VI) phosphonate; an extremely rare case in
which all three oxidation states of uranium were stabilized simultaneously in a single
structure.6 This composition was prepared under mild solvothermal conditions in which
methanol was used as a soft reducing agent. Interestingly, addition of zinc to this system
resulted in the formation of a phase pure U(IV,VI) phosphonate, suggestive of U(V)
disproportionation.
In contrast to mild conditions, Lii et al. demonstrated the viability of using high
temperature, high pressure (HT/HP) hydrothermal methods at ca. 600°C and pressures of
150-170 MPa to synthesize an extensive family of pentavalent7-9 and mixed-valent
uranium silicates10-12 and germanates,13,14 as well as a mixed-valent uranium
oxyhydroxide.15 It is noteworthy that many of these compositions were prepared without
the addition of a reducing agent, implying that the inherently reducing nature of
hydrothermal synthesis conditions16 are conducive to the stabilization of U(V). In
addition to silicates and germanates, application of this technique to other systems has
also been demonstrated successfully. Using similar HT/HP conditions, Albrecht-Schmitt
et al. prepared the first mixed-valent U(V,VI) borate.17 A narrow range of stability
restricts the formation of this phase, which is evident from the formation of an
exclusively U(VI) phase as a result of an increase in reaction temperature from 600°C to
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650°C; furthermore, stabilization of this phase was also suggested to be dependent on the
high pH of the reaction mixture.
The methods discussed have indeed proven to be productive synthetic routes to
U(V)-containing materials. Nonetheless, a more facile method is desired to enable a
systematic approach to the targeted synthesis of U(V) compounds. Ideally, such a method
should maintain the intrinsic reducing conditions of HT/HP hydrothermal synthesis. In
order to meet these criteria, our group has probed the intermediate hydrothermal regime
between 300-450°C; a range of conditions largely unexplored in comparison to HT/HP
(>500°C) and low temperature (<250°C) methods. We recently reported on the first
entirely pentavalent uranium borate, the preparation of which was achieved using
subcritical reaction conditions.4 In our efforts to build on this system and promote further
structural diversity through the incorporation of mixed oxoanions, namely borosilicate,
we discovered that subtle changes in reaction temperature and hydroxide concentration
resulted in the formation of five unique mixed-valent U(IV,V) and U(V,VI) phases,
discussed herein.
Experimental Section
Three of the five novel mixed-valent compounds are U(IV,V) phases having
compositions

of

Cs2Na(UO)2Si4O12

(4.1),

Rb2Na(UO)2Si4O12

(4.2),

and

K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3). All three phases were synthesized from a mixture of UO 3,
NaBO2∙4H2O, and SiO2 in 2 mL of a 5M alkali hydroxide solution in a molar ratio of
U:Na:Si:(Cs/Rb/K) = 1:10:10:20. Each reaction was sealed in a silver tube that was
placed inside a stainless-steel high-pressure vessel filled with water for counterpressure
and heated at 400°C for 24 hours followed by a period of slow cooling, yielding well-
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faceted amber/black, tablet shaped crystals (Figure 4.1). Based on the 32% fill level, an
estimated 28 MPa of pressure was generated during the reactions. The other two mixedvalent phases contain U(V,VI) and were synthesized by the same method that resulted in
compounds 4.1-4.3 (Figure 4.2) however, employing the higher reaction temperature of
450°C and a molar ratio of U/Na/Si/(Cs,Rb) = 1:10:10:40 resulted in the formation of
Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4), and Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5). Of the five phases
presented, 4.3 can be obtained as a phase pure product, while 4.4 and 4.5 form in high
yields along with a small amount of an unidentified side product. This impurity can be
eliminated via a dropwise addition of concentrated (49-50%) HF during vacuum filtration
of the bulk product, followed by sonication in deionized water.
Results and Discussion
Structure Description. Compounds 4.1 and 4.2 crystallize in the orthorhombic
space group Cmmm and are isostructural to Cs2K(UO)2Si4O12, a previously reported
composition synthesized under HT/HP hydrothermal conditions by Lii et al.11 The
structures of 4.1 and 4.2 are characterized by chains of UO6 octahedra exhibiting cationcation interactions as a result of connections through the uranyl oxygens,8,18 which extend
down the a-axis and are connected to neighboring chains by corner-sharing Si4O12 rings
that lie within the [ac] plane. Disorder in the structure arises from oxygen atoms which
lie just off the mirror planes (Figure 4.3). Channels within the framework contain sodium
and cesium or rubidium atoms. Identical synthesis conditions were used for the
preparation of 4.3, however, it exhibits unique structural features as compared to those of
compounds 4.1 and 4.2. Crystallizing in the orthorhombic space group Imma, compound
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Figure 4.1 Optical Image of Crystals of Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]. An image of amber
tablet crystals of Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5).
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Figure 4.2 Synthetic Scheme for A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs and Rb),
K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2], and A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs and Rb). A synthetic scheme
for compounds 4.1-4.5, where polyhedra containing U(V) and U(VI) are shown in red
and yellow, respectively.
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Figure 4.3 Structural Disorder in A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs and Rb). Structural
disorder of A2Na(UIV,VO)2Si4O12 (A = Cs (4.1), Rb (4.2)) within a) UIV,VO6 chains and b)
Si4O12 rings, where red polyhedra represent UIV,VO6, blue tetrahedra are SiO4 groups,
dark blue spheres are Cs or Rb, and light blue is Na.
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4.3 is composed of corrugated chains of UO6 octahedra connected by uranyl oxygens,
linked to neighboring chains by corner-sharing with Si2O6 chains that extend in the same
direction as the uranium octahedra along the a-axis (Figure 4.4). Sodium and potassium
atoms reside within the channels of the framework.
Compounds 4.1-4.3 each exhibit a single uranium site on which U(IV) and U(V)
coexist; in contrast, compounds 4.4 and 4.5 contain two unique uranium sites with full
occupancy of U(V) on one site and U(VI) on the second. Tables 4.1–4.3 summarizing all
relevant crystallographic information, comparisons of representative U-O bond lengths
with those of other known U(V)-containing phases, and bond valence sums for each
composition are tabulated in the supporting information. Compounds 4.4 and 4.5 are
isostructural and crystallize in the space group Pccn. The structure can be described as
consisting of layers composed of isolated U VO6 octahedra that corner-share with four
Si2O7 groups to form (UO)2(Si2O7) sheets within the [bc] plane (Figure 4.5). The sheets
are connected by UVIO6 octahedra that corner-share each equatorial oxygen with two
opposing UVO6 octahedra and two opposing SiO4 tetrahedra (Figure 4.5). The axial
uranyl oxygens of the UVO6 octahedra are corner-shared by the UVIO6 octahedra, while
the uranyl oxygens of the UVIO6 octahedra point inwards toward channels that are
occupied by sodium and cesium or rubidium atoms.
Magnetic Properties. The magnetic susceptibilities of 4.3-4.5 were measured
from 2 to 375 K in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T. We were unable to obtain phase
pure samples of 4.1 and 4.2 and, therefore, no magnetic measurements of these two
compositions were made. All three materials exhibit paramagnetic behavior at low
temperature (Figure 4.6), but do not obey the Curie-Weiss law for all temperatures. High
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Figure 4.4 Structure of K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2]. Structure of K2Na[(UIV,VO)2(Si2O6)2]
(4.3) showing a) corrugated UIV,VO6 chains linked by Si2O6 chains and b) a view of the
connectivity of Si2O6 chains and UIV,VO6 octahedra.
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Table 4.1 Cs2Na(UO)2Si4O12 (4.1), Rb2Na(UO)2Si4O12 (4.2), and K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3) Crystal Data and Structure
Refinement
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formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)

Cs2Na(UO)2Si4O12
Cmmm
1101.23
300(2)
8.3837(3)
11.4748(4)
7.4900(3)
720.55(5)
2
5.076
0.05 x 0.05 x 0.01
27.860
30 032
769
0.0321
0/49
1.207
R1 = 0.0110
wR2 = 0.0284
R1 = 0.0110
wR2 = 0.0284
1.734 and -1.905

Rb2Na(UO)2Si4O12
Cmmm
1006.35
300(2)
8.3008(2)
11.3013(3)
7.4374(2)
697.70(3)
2
4.790
0.05 x 0.05 x 0.01
30.561
25 466
604
0.0294
0/49
1.196
R1 = 0.0243
wR2 = 0.0701
R1 = 0.0243
wR2 = 0.0701
3.582 and -3.292

K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2]
Imma
913.61
300(2)
8.3067(2)
11.1188(3)
14.7604(4)
1363.28(6)
4
4.451
0.05 x 0.03 x 0.02
24.796
60 434
1382
0.0286
0/66
1.144
R1 = 0.0111
wR2 = 0.0350
R1 = 0.0117
wR2 = 0.0354
1.628 and -0.965

Table 4.2 Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4) and Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5) Crystal Data
and Structure Refinement
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)

Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]
Pccn
997.05
300(2)
13.8327(3)
7.4187(2)
11.5783(3)
1188.17(5)
4
5.574
0.06 x 0.05 x 0.03
33.548
23 469
2146
0.0339
0/86
1.180
R1 = 0.0155
wR2 = 0.0351
R1 = 0.0166
wR2 = 0.0355
1.424 and -1.400
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Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]
Pccn
902.17
300(2)
13.6169(4)
7.3529(2)
11.4921(4)
1150.63(3)
4
5.208
0.14 x 0.11 x 0.02
36.812
90 680
2156
0.0572
0/86
1.232
R1 = 0.0256
wR2 = 0.0636
R1 = 0.0261
wR2 = 0.0639
2.539 and -2.803

Table 4.3 Representative Bond Length (Å) and Bond Valence Sum Comparisons of
Mixed-Valent Uranium Silicates
Compound
(4.1) Cs2Na(UO)2Si4O12

(4.2) Rb2Na(UO)2Si4O12

(4.3) K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2]

(4.4) Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]

(4.5) Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]

CaU(UO2)2(CO3)O4(OH)∙7H2O

[U(H2O)2(UO2)2O4(OH)]∙4H2O

Rep. Interatomic Distances
U(1)-O(1) x 2
2.229(3)
U(1)-O(2) x 2
2.239(3)
U(1)-O(4) x 2
2.1280(10)
U(1)-O(1) x 2
2.234(7)
U(1)-O(2) x 2
2.227(6)
U(1)-O(0AA) x 2 2.114(3)
U(1)-O(00A)
2.1265(5)
U(1)-O(007)
2.0641(6)
U(1)-O(008) x 2 2.2403(15)
U(1)-O(009) x 2 2.2351(17)
U(1)-O(3) x 2
2.039(2)
U(1)-O(6) x 2
2.194(3)
U(1)-O(7) x 2
2.207(3)
U(2)-O(2) x 2
2.214(2)
U(2)-O(3) x 2
2.251(2)
U(2)-O(4) x 2
1.838(2)
U(1)-O(1) x 2
2.039(4)
U(1)-O(2) x 2
2.201(5)
U(1)-O(5) x 2
2.178(5)
U(2)-O(1) x 2
2.236(3)
U(2)-O(4) x 2
1.838(4)
U(2)-O(6) x 2
2.222(4)
U(3)-O(3)
2.141
U(3)-O(4)
2.082
U(3)-O(7)
2.076
U(3)-O(8)
2.063
U(3)-O(9)
2.432
U(3)-O(11)
2.479
U(3)-O(14)
2.475
U(1)-O(1)
2.41(3)
U(1)-O(2)
2.44(2)
U(1)-O(3) x 4
2.059(7)
U(2)-O(3) x 2
2.364(7)
U(2)-O(3) x 2
2.393(7)
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B.V.S. (v.u.)a Ref.
U(1)=4.54 present
work
U(1)=4.60

present
work

U(1)=4.63

present
work

U(1)=5.05

present
work

U(2)=5.84

U(1)=5.11

present
work

U(2)=5.85

U(3)=5.07

2

U(1)=4.91

U(2)=6.07

5

U(2)-O(4)
1.784(13)
U(2)-O(5)
1.788(11)
U(2)-O(6)
2.312(6)
K13[(UO2)19(UO4)(B2O5)2(BO3)6 U(11)-O(10) x 2 2.13(1)
U(11)=5.30
(OH)2O5]∙H2O
U(11)-O(17) x 2 1.99(1)
17
U(11)-O(32) x 2 2.33(3)
Cs2K(UO)2Si4O12
U(1)-O(2) x 4
2.234(3)
U(1)=4.56
11
U(1)-O(4) x 2
2.12320(17)
U(1)-O(1) x 4
2.196(4)
U(1)=5.00
13
U(1)-O(5) x 2
2.058(6)
Cs4(UO)(UO)2(Si2O7)2
U(2)-O(2) x 2
2.246(4)
U(2)=4.47
U(2)-O(3) x 2
2.217(4)
U(2)-O(5)
2.179(6)
U(2)-O(6)
2.1301(6)
a Bond valence sums for compositions presented in this work were calculated using the
parameters ro = 2.051 and B = 0.519.
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Figure 4.5 Structures of A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs and Rb). Structure of
A2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs (4.4), Rb (4.5)) composed of a) (UVO)2(Si2O7) sheets
connected by b) corner-sharing UVIO6 octahedra, shown in yellow.
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Figure 4.6 Magnetic Susceptibility Data for K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] and
A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs and Rb). a) Magnetic susceptibilities and b) T versus T
plots for K2Na[(UIV,VO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3, black), Cs2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4, blue), and
Rb2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5, red).
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temperature effective magnetic moments were therefore obtained from a plot of T
versus T (Figure 4.6), resulting in moments at 300 K of 2.497 B for 4.3, 1.787 B for
4.4, and 1.347 B for 4.5, where the larger moment of compound 4.3 is due to the fact
that the structures of 4.4 and 4.5 contain U(V) and non-magnetic U(VI), versus 4.3 that
contains both U(V) and magnetic U(IV). Corrections for the diamagnetic contribution of
uranium were applied to the data using Pascal’s constants. 19 The magnetic moments
obtained are consistent with reported room-temperature magnetic moments for U(IV) and
U(V), which fall into the ranges of approximately 1.3-3.8 B and 1.2-3.7 B,
respectively.20
Optical Properties. The electronic structures of 4.3-4.5 were probed using
diffuse reflectance UV-visible spectroscopy. All three compounds were found to exhibit a
charge-transfer band in the region of approximately 200-400 nm (Figure 4.7). This
absorption feature arises from equatorial ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCTeq)
transitions and is characteristic of both U(VI) and U(V); however, charge-transfer bands
associated with U(VI) are typically narrower than those for U(V). 6,21 This is consistent
with our observations, in which the U(IV,V)-containing compound 4.3 exhibits a
significantly broader LMCTeq band than the U(V,VI)-containing compounds 4.4 and 4.5.
The large, broad feature at approximately 500 nm in the spectra of all three compounds is
associated with the charge transfer of the U(V), UO 2+ moiety.17 In the spectrum of 4.3,
the fine structure of the absorption feature occurring between 400-800 nm reveals weak ff transitions, indicating the presence of U(IV).6
The IR spectra of 4.3-4.5 lend additional support to these findings (Figure 4.8). A
strong band is observed in the spectra of 4.4 and 4.5 at 791 cm-1, corresponding to the
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Figure 4.7 UV-Vis Spectra of K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] and A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs
and Rb). The UV-visible absorption spectra of K 2Na[(UIV,VO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3, black),
Cs2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4, blue), and Rb2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5, red).
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= K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2]
= Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]
= Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]

Figure 4.8 FT-IR Spectra of K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] and A2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (A = Cs
and Rb). The IR spectra of K2Na[(UIV,VO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3), Cs2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)]
(4.4), and Rb2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5).
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asymmetric stretching modes 3 of U(VI); this band is absent in the spectrum of 4.3. In
the case of 4.4 and 4.5, bands corresponding to the U(VI) 3 stretching modes exhibit
lower wavenumbers than are often reported due to the elongated U(VI) uranyl bond
lengths of 1.838 Å. The weak band occurring at 637 cm-1 for 4.3 and 4.5, and 647 cm-1
for 4.4 is assigned to the 3 stretching modes of U(V) and is consistent with the elongated
uranyl bond lengths of 2.039 Å for 4.4 and 4.5, and 2.0641 Å for 4.3. Peak assignments
were made based on the work of Veal et al.22 These results are consistent with the IR
spectra of other U(V)-containing phases reported elsewhere5,23 and clearly demonstrate
the presence of U(VI) in 4.4 and 4.5 while confirming the absence of U(VI) in 4.3.
Thermal Properties. Thermogravimetric analysis was used to determine the
thermal stability and identity of oxidation products for 4.3-4.5. Compound 4.3 was heated
in air to 900°C at 10°C per minute, during which time a 0.61% weight gain was observed
followed by decomposition of the sample beginning at 600°C (Figure 4.9). Powder X-ray
diffraction analysis of the sample revealed the presence of UO 3 as well as an unidentified
amorphous component. Similarly, compounds 4.4 and 4.5 were heated in air to 800°C at
10°C per minute. In contrast to the thermal behavior of 4.3, mass losses of 1.54% and
0.60% were observed for 4.4 and 4.5, respectively (Figures 4.10 and 4.11). PXRD
analysis of the products showed no change in the powder patterns before and after TGA
measurements, indicating that 4.4 and 4.5 are highly stable phases. The nature of the
observed weight loss is not yet clear; however, loss of oxygen during heating in air has
been reported in the case of U3O8.24
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Figure 4.9 TGA/DTA Data for K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2]. TGA-DTA thermogram of
K2Na[(UIV,VO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3), heated in air from room temperature to 900°C at 10°C per
minute.
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Figure 4.10 TGA/DTA Data for Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]. TGA-DTA thermogram of
Cs2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4), heated in air from room temperature to 800°C at 10°C
per minute.
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Figure 4.11 TGA/DTA Data for Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)]. TGA-DTA thermogram of
Rb2Na[(UV,VIO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5), heated in air from room temperature to 800°C at 10°C
per minute.
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There is currently no formal designation for the range of supercritical conditions
existing below 500°C but above the critical temperature and pressure of water. We have
coined the term ‘‘moderate supercritical synthesis’’ to distinguish this method from mild
and HT/HP hydrothermal methods. It is intriguing that this method enables the
preparation of compositions similar to those previously thought to be accessible only
under more extreme conditions, such as in the case of compounds 4.1 and 4.2, in addition
to providing a route to novel U(V)-containing compositions. Furthermore, these
compositions can be made in high yields; three of the five compositions presented can be
obtained as pure phases (Figures 4.12–4.14) while the remaining two phases can be
obtained in approximately 80% yield based on uranium.
Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a highly effective synthetic approach for the
synthesis of mixed-valent U(V)-containing compounds. Through the use of moderate
supercritical synthesis, we have successfully prepared five novel mixed-valent uranium
silicates and characterized them by single crystal X-ray diffraction, magnetic
susceptibility measurements, UV-visible and IR spectroscopy, and TGA.
We note that the moderate supercritical synthesis is a facile and direct method for
the crystal growth of mixed-valent uranium(IV,V) and (V,VI) silicates, facilitating our
continued efforts to advance our understanding of mixed-valent uranium-containing
materials.
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5

Figure 4.12 PXRD Pattern of K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] Post-Heating. PXRD pattern of
K2Na[(UO)2(Si2O6)2] (4.3) in black, compared to the calculated pattern derived from the
CIF in red.
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4

Figure 4.13 PXRD Pattern of Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] Post-Heating. PXRD pattern of
Cs2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.4) in black, compared to the calculated pattern derived from the
CIF in red.
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5

Figure 4.14 PXRD Pattern of Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] Post-Heating. PXRD pattern of
Rb2Na[(UO2)2(Si2O7)] (4.5) in black, compared to the calculated pattern derived from the
CIF in red.
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CHAPTER 5

HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURAL
INVESTIGATION OF A CRYSTALLINE URANYL BOROSILICATE 1
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Abstract
The relevance of multidimensional and porous crystalline materials to nuclear
waste remediation and storage applications has motivated exploratory research focused
on materials discovery of compounds, such as actinide mixed-oxoanion phases, which
exhibit rich structural chemistry. The novel phase K 1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] has been
synthesized using hydrothermal methods, representing the first example of a uranyl
borosilicate. The three-dimensional structure crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group
Cmca with lattice parameters a = 15.5471(19) Å, b = 14.3403(17) Å, c = 11.7315(15) Å,
and V = 2615.5(6) Å, and is composed of UO6 octahedra linked by [BSi4O12]5- chains to
form a [(UO2)BSi4O12]3- framework. The synthesis method, structure, results of Raman
and IR spectroscopy, and thermal stability are discussed.
Introduction
In the U.S., alkali borosilicate glasses are used as a primary nuclear waste form
material for the immobilization of high-level waste. The glasses are durable and can host
a wide range of elements in the disordered structures, which are composed of network
forming SiO4 and BO4 tetrahedra as well as trigonal planar BO3 anions that support
compositional variety.1 However, the low solubility of actinides in glasses with high
actinide loadings has motivated researchers to study the crystal chemistry of actinide
compounds, both to identify phases that may be forming under simulated conditions and
to develop an understanding of the fundamental chemistry of waste form relevant
phases.2,

3

Moreover, it has been recognized that for some waste streams, crystalline

waste forms may offer an advantage over glasses such as higher waste loading
capacities.4,

5

The structural complexity exhibited by multidimensional and porous
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crystalline materials can also be exploited, enabling the incorporation of specific
radionuclides and, in some cases, ion exchange capabilities.6–8
Among the many compound classes that have been studied for waste form
applications, uranyl silicates and borates have received considerable attention. The
variable arrangement of SiO4 tetrahedra in uranyl silicate compounds has resulted in a
multitude of different structure types, many of which are three-dimensional.9–16 Likewise,
the ability of BO3 and BO4 units to polymerize to form polyborate units has given rise to
a rich structural chemistry in uranyl borates.3,

17–23

It is therefore unsurprising that

incorporation of mixed-oxoanions into the structures of uranyl compounds often
facilitates further structural diversity. For example, a few uranyl borophosphate,24,

25

borogermanate,26 aluminoborate,27 and aluminophosphate28 compounds are known, most
of which exhibit complex open-framework structures. No such uranyl compounds
containing waste form relevant borosilicate units have been reported, although there are
several existing non-uranyl compounds exhibiting a variety of different borosilicate units.
Some of the known examples within these compound classes contain isolated BO 3 and
SiO4 structural units,29, 30 condensed BO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra,31, 32 trigonal planar BO3
units condensed with tetrahedral BO4 and SiO4,33 as well as HBO4 and SiO4
hydroxyborosilicate units.34 Most of these compounds containing borosilicate groups
crystallize in noncentrosymmetric space groups, making them promising candidates as
nonlinear optical materials.
Herein, we present the first example of a uranyl borosilicate compound,
K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12], which was synthesized using hydrothermal synthesis methods.
The compound was investigated through characterization of the structure, thermal and
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optical properties, and further probed using First-Principles calculations. Using single
crystal X-ray diffraction, the compound was found to crystallize in a centrosymmetric
structure type containing unique [BSi4O12]5- chains composed of BO4 and SiO4
tetrahedra. Further characterization of the thermal and optical properties was performed
using thermogravimetric analysis, Raman and IR spectroscopy, and First-Principles
calculations were performed to determine the optimized geometry of the uranium
coordination environment.
Experimental Section
UO3xH2O (International Bio-Analytical Industries, ACS grade), NaBO24H2O
(Acros Organics, 98.5%), SiO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), KOH pellets (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%),
and KOH solution (Fisher Scientific, 45% w/w) were used as received. Caution: although
the uranium precursors used contain depleted uranium, standard safety procedures for
handling radioactive materials must be followed. UO3xH2O (150.3 mg), NaBO24H2O
(689.3 mg), and SiO2 (300.4 mg) were added to a mineralizer solution of aqueous KOH
(224.4 mg in 2 mL deionized water) in an approximate molar ratio of 1:10:10:8 of
U:Na,B:Si:K. A 5% by mass excess of UO 3xH2O was added to the reaction mixture to
compensate for the unknown degree of hydration of the uranium starting material. The
mixture was sealed in a 12.7 cm silver tube that was loaded into a high-pressure vessel
containing approximately 20 mL of water to serve as counterpressure. The vessel was
placed in a programmable oven and heated to 400°C for 48 hours, followed by a period
of slow cooling to 350°C at a rate of 3°C per hour. The vessel was then allowed to
naturally cool to room temperature. An estimated 30 MPa of pressure was generated
during the reaction based on the pressure-temperature diagram of water.
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Upon cooling, the silver tube was cut open and the mother liquor was decanted.
The contents of the tube were sonicated in deionized water prior to vacuum filtering and
thoroughly washing the products in water and acetone. The product mixture consisted of
brown/black polycrystalline powders of unknown composition in addition to clusters of
large yellow prismatic crystals (Figure 5.1) in approximately 70% yield. The large yellow
prismatic crystals were manually separated from the product mixture and ground to a
powder to obtain a phase pure sample for bulk property measurements.
To obtain high quality single crystals suitable for single crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements, efforts were made to optimize the reaction conditions by varying the
hydroxide concentration. In order to have more precise control over the KOH
concentration, subsequent attempts employed identical reaction conditions with
substitution of KOH pellets for KOH solution diluted from a 45% w/w stock solution.
Reactions containing 2 mL of 2M KOH solution (1:10:10:8 = U:Na,B:Si:K) resulted only
in the formation of brown polycrystalline material, identified as a mixture of KUSi 2O7
and Na7UO2(UO)2(UO2)2Si4O16 via powder X-ray diffraction. In comparison, reactions
containing 2 mL of 1.5M KOH solution (1:10:10:6 = U:Na,B:Si:K) resulted in
polycrystalline Na7UO2(UO)2(UO2)2Si4O16 along with an approximately 40% yield of
high quality single crystals of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] that were used for single crystal
X-ray analysis.
Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Single crystal X-ray data were collected at
301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with an Incoatec
microfocus source (Mo K radiation,  = 0.71073 Å). Data were integrated and corrected
for absorption effects using SAINT+ and SADABS programs.35 An initial structure
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Figure 5.1 Optical Image of Crystals of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. Yellow block
crystals of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12].
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model was obtained with SHELXT and subsequently refined with SHELXL-2018 using
the ShelXle interface.36, 37 The ADDSYM program implemented into PLATON software
was used to check for possible missing symmetry, and no higher symmetry was found. 38
Crystallographic data for K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] are provided in Table 5.1. A residual
electron density peak of 4.17 e/Å3 is located 1.34 Å from the uranyl oxygen and 1.82 Å
from the uranium atom, along with a second peak of 2.25 e/Å3 located trans to the 4.17
e/Å3 peak across the uranium atom, suggesting the oxygen atoms of the uranyl group
form a disordered crystallographic domain. No twinning was identified, and several
different crystals were screened but the residual electron density was present in each
structure solution.
Single crystal X-ray data were also collected on the large crystals obtained from
initial reactions utilizing KOH pellets rather than KOH stock solution, and refinement of
the structure suggested a marginal difference in composition, K 1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12],
although with poor refinement statistics (Table 5.2). Similar to K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12],
residual

electron

density

was

also

observed

in

the

structure

solution

of

K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]; however, only a single large peak of 10.75 e/Å3 located 1.33 Å
from the uranyl oxygen and 1.94 Å from the uranium atom was observed. Several
different crystals were screened, and the same result was obtained in each case. The
residual electron density persisted in data collected at low temperature as well as in
structure solutions obtained in lower symmetry space groups, and no twinning was
identified.
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Table 5.1 K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2

K1.78Na1.22[(UO2)BSi4O12]
Cmca
682.77
301(2)
15.5471(19)
14.3403(17)
11.7315(15)
2615.5(6)
8
3.468
0.04 x 0.03 x 0.02
13.460
72 412
2963
0.0341
1/120
1.251
R1 = 0.0356
wR2 = 0.0678
R1 = 0.0376
wR2 = 0.0686
4.154 and -2.158

final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)
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Table 5.2 K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2

K1.78Na1.22[(UO2)BSi4O12]
Cmca
681.56
300(2)
15.5159(5)
14.3091(4)
11.6961(4)
2596.75(14)
8
3.487
0.07 x 0.04 x 0.03
13.536
84 652
1671
0.0261
1/121
0.972
R1 = 0.0408
wR2 = 0.1071
R1 = 0.0413
wR2 = 0.1077
10.353 and -1.056

final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)
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Topological Analysis. The ToposPro software package was used to perform
crystal structure analysis.39,

40

The ADS program was used to obtain underlying nets

using the standard structure simplification procedure.41
Powder X-ray Diffraction. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements
were performed on a Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer (Cu K  radiation,  = 1.54184 Å)
equipped with a LYNXEYE XE-T detector. Data were collected over a 2𝜃 range of 5-65°
with a step size of 0.04°. PXRD data confirmed the phase purity of the obtained samples.
Optical Properties. Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on a
Horiba XploraPLUS Raman microscope that was used to acquire spectra over the range
of 525 to 950 cm-1 with a 638 nm laser as the excitation source. Scans were performed at
25% laser power and were collected on approximately 15 mg of powder sample that was
deposited between two microscope slides and sealed on all sides with tape as containment
during the measurement. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy data were collected on
a powder sample using a PerkinElmer Spectrum 100 FT-IR spectrometer in the range of
650 to 4000 cm-1.
Thermal Properties. Thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis
(TGA/DTA) measurements were performed on a polycrystalline powder sample using a
TA SDT Q600 TGA. The sample was heated from room temperature to 800°C under a
flow of nitrogen gas at a purge rate of 100 mL per minute, and the resulting powder was
analyzed by PXRD for phase identification after heating.
First-Principles Calculations. We performed first-principles calculations to
carry out geometry optimizations in the form of density functional theory (DFT), using
the Vienna Ab-initio Package (VASP) planewave code42,
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43

generalized gradient

approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)44 and projector augmented wave
(PAW) method.45,

46

Spin-polarized calculations were performed, with 520 eV cut-off

energy for the plane wave basis set, 10-4 eV energy convergence criteria and 3×3×3 kpoint mesh. The ground state geometries at 0 K were optimized by relaxing the cell
volume, atomic positions, and cell symmetry until the maximum force on each atom is
less than 0.01 eV/Å.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. Many factors are known to influence crystal growth in supercritical
hydrothermal synthesis, including pH, temperature and pressure, mineralizer type,
reactant solubilities, solution redox potential, reaction container type, etc.47, 48 While there
is valuable information to be gleaned from analysis of the reaction processes occurring in
these conditions, such studies are often precluded by the presence of soluble intermediate
species.49 In the absence of the ability to perform mechanistic studies, part of our
investigations of this system aimed to identify key factors dictating phase formation. Our
findings indicated that the two predominating factors influencing the formation of
K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] are reaction dwell time and KOH concentration.
The optimal reaction time was determined to be 48 hours, where shorter reaction
times resulted in lower yields of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] and instead favored the
formation of the co-crystallizing phases Na7UO2(UO)2(UO2)2Si4O16 and KUSi2O7.
Longer reaction times did not result in appreciable increase in yield or larger single
crystals of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]. The discrepancy between the products obtained from
reactions beginning with KOH pellets versus KOH stock solution served as an indication
of the relatively narrow range of conditions in which K 1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] will form,
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where phase formation did not occur in reactions with KOH concentrations greater than
1.5M. The optimal concentration range was determined to be approximately 0.5-1.5M.
Structure

Description.

K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]

crystallizes

in

the

centrosymmetric orthorhombic space group Cmca with lattice parameters a =
15.5471(19) Å, b = 14.3403(17) Å, c = 11.7315(15) Å, and V = 2615.5(6) Å. The
asymmetric unit consists of one uranium atom, four potassium atoms, one sodium atom,
two silicon atoms, one boron atom, and nine oxygen atoms. The structure is composed of
isolated UO6 octahedra that are coordinated through vertex-sharing of the equatorial
oxygen atoms to [BSi4O12]5- chains, forming a framework with channels in which
disordered Na+ and K+ cations reside (Figure 5.2). The borosilicate chains are made up of
BO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra that run parallel to the c axis, where each BO4 tetrahedron shares
all four vertices with SiO4 tetrahedra within the chain and each SiO 4 tetrahedron shares
vertices with two adjacent SiO4 tetrahedra, one BO4 tetrahedron, and a distorted UO6
octahedron. A table of selected interatomic distances is provided in the supporting
information in Table 5.3.
The fundamental building block (FBB) of the borosilicate chain, [BSi4O12]5-, is
composed of four SiO4 tetrahedra and one BO4 tetrahedron that are connected through
vertex-sharing, as shown in Figure 5.3. The borosilicate FBB is an open-branched dreiersingle ring that may be described as 5:<4> according to the notation proposed by
Burns, Grice, and Hawthorne.50, 51 The simplified underlying net of the borosilicate chain
topology is shown in Figure 5.3. A variety of borosilicate units have been observed in
non-uranyl compounds;29–34 to the best of our knowledge, K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]
represents the first example of a compound containing [BSi4O12]5- units.
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Figure 5.2 Structure of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] and K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. The
three-dimensional [(UO2)BSi4O12]3- framework is shown, where yellow octahedra
represent UO6 groups, gray tetrahedra are BO4 groups, blue tetrahedra are SiO4 groups,
and purple and light blue spheres are K+ cations and disordered Na+/K+, respectively.
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Table 5.3 Representative Interatomic Distances (Å) for K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]
U-O and B-O
U(1)-O(1)
U(1)-O(2)
U(1)-O(3) x 2
U(1)-O(8) x 2

1.819(4)
1.813(4)
2.233(3)
2.245(3)

B(1)-O(6) x 2
B(1)-O(7) x 2

1.469(4)
1.472(4)

Si-O
Si(1)-O(5)
Si(1)-O(7)
Si(1)-O(8)
Si(1)-O(9)
Si(2)-O(3)
Si(2)-O(4)
Si(2)-O(5)
Si(2)-O(6)

1.629(3)
1.614(3)
1.602(3)
1.6268(16)
1.587(3)
1.643(2)
1.624(3)
1.614(3)
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Na/K-O
Na(1)/K(2)-O(1)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(2)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(3)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(4)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(5)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(7)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(7)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(8)
K(2)-O(6)

2.780(3)
2.622(3)
2.834(3)
2.725(3)
2.872(3)
2.590(3)
2.685(4)
2.605(3)
3.083(3)

Figure 5.3 [BSi4O12]5- FBB in Structure of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] and
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. a) The [BSi4O12]5- FBB of the borosilicate chain is shown and
b) a simplified net with BO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra shown as nodes within the chain.
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Within the larger voids of the [(UO2)BSi4O12]3- framework, K+ cations are
disordered over three sites that have a combined total occupancy of one, whereas the
smaller channels contain disordered Na+/K+ cations located on a single site staggered
between UO6 octahedra, with occupancies of Na+ and K+ refining to 0.612 and 0.388,
respectively. It was expected that larger alkali cations could be incorporated into the
structure considering the extensive disorder of the K + cations in the large channels of the
framework; however, attempts to synthesize the Rb and Cs analogs were unsuccessful.
The U-O bond lengths within the distorted UO6 octahedra are regular, with the
equatorial bond distances ranging from 2.233(2) to 2.245(3) Å and axial uranyl U(1)–
O(1) and U(1)–O(2) bond distances of 1.819(4) and 1.813(4) Å, respectively. In the
structure of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12], the UO6 equatorial and uranyl U(1)–O(2) bond
distances are equivalent to those of K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12] within estimated standard
deviations. The presence of the single large residual electron density peak (10.75 e/Å3)
located 1.33 Å from the uranyl oxygen O(1) and 1.94 Å from U(1), prompted us to
consider the residual electron density as a possible oxygen atom. Assigning the peak as
an oxygen atom and freely refining the occupancies of both the assigned oxygen site and
the uranyl O(1) atom resulted in a partial occupancy of approximately 0.40 for the
assigned oxygen site and full occupancy of O(1), constituting a possible O 22- peroxo
group in lieu of a single uranyl oxygen (Figure 5.4). Selected interatomic distances for
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] are provided in Table 5.4.
While many uranyl peroxo compounds are known,52–57 reported examples are
characterized by peroxo interactions existing within the equatorial plane; none that
exhibit peroxo interactions along the axial direction have been reported. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.4 Residual Electron Density in Structure of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12].
Residual electron density near the uranium atom and uranyl oxygen O(1) can be refined
as a partially occupied oxygen (shown in light pink), resulting in a highly unusual
coordination environment in which a peroxo group is coordinated to uranium along the
axial direction.
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Table 5.4 Representative Interatomic Distances (Å) for K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]
U-O and B-O
U(1)-O(1)
U(1)-O(2)
U(1)-O(3) x 2
U(1)-O(8) x 2

1.827(5)
1.813(5)
2.230(4)
2.245(3)

B(1)-O(6) x 2
B(1)-O(7) x 2

1.467(5)
1.483(6)

Si-O
Si(1)-O(5)
Si(1)-O(7)
Si(1)-O(8)
Si(1)-O(9)
Si(2)-O(3)
Si(2)-O(4)
Si(2)-O(5)
Si(2)-O(6)

1.628(4)
1.611(4)
1.601(4)
1.625(2)
1.580(4)
1.639(3)
1.616(4)
1.611(4)
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Na/K-O
Na(1)/K(2)-O(1)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(2)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(3)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(4)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(5)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(7)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(7)
Na(1)/K(2)-O(8)
K(2)-O(6)

2.773(4)
2.626(4)
2.825(4)
2.715(4)
2.869(4)
2.574(5)
2.675(6)
2.584(4)
3.074(4)

O-O bond lengths in uranyl peroxo compounds typically range between about 1.45 to
1.52 Å,58 and thus, the significantly shorter peroxo bond in this model (1.33 Å) warrants
some skepticism. As an alternative to a peroxo group, the observed residual electron
density might simply be an artifact from an unknown crystal defect, possibly relating to
the incorporation of slightly more Na+ on the disordered Na+/K+ site in
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] than in K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]. Given the novelty of such a
coordination environment for uranium, as well as this possibility of a crystal defect,
further analysis was needed to either confirm or reject the peroxo structure model.
Spectroscopy. In order to probe for a peroxo group in the structure of
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12], Raman spectroscopy was performed. Shown in Figure 5.5, the
predominating feature in the Raman spectrum is a band at 776 cm-1, corresponding to the
symmetric stretching of the uranyl moiety. This is consistent with the uranyl bond lengths
determined from the single crystal X-ray data.59 A few weak bands are observed in the
spectrum between 548 to 744 cm-1 and are attributable to BO4 and SiO4 bending
modes.32,

60

For 2-peroxo complexes, the O-O symmetric stretching is normally

observed as a strong band near 870 cm-1,61 although this band has been observed to occur
anywhere in the range of approximately 830 to 880 cm-1 in the spectra of uranyl peroxo
compounds.62, 63 This region is bare in the Raman spectrum of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12],
with the exception of a weak band centered at approximately 830 cm-1. Even in the case
of a partially occupied peroxo group, it is expected that a band corresponding to the
symmetric stretching mode would be fairly intense, thus we attribute the weak band at
830 cm-1 to the antisymmetric stretching of the uranyl moiety.16, 64
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Figure 5.5 Raman Spectrum of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. The Raman spectrum of
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12], which exhibits no bands attributable to peroxo in the range of
820 to 880 cm-1 where symmetric stretching of peroxo is expected to occur.
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The IR spectrum of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] is complex, with significant overlap
of the absorption bands of BO4, SiO4, and UO22+ observed. The spectrum, shown in
Figure 5.6, exhibits two bands at 686 and 750 cm-1 that are attributed to the BO4 and SiO4
bending modes, in addition to antisymmetric and symmetric stretching absorptions of
BO4 and SiO4 in the region of 750 to 1134 cm-1.33, 65 The vibrational band at 901 cm-1 is
assigned to the uranyl antisymmetric stretching.65, 66
Thermal Properties. TGA measurements were performed to assess the thermal
behavior of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. It was expected that if the peroxo oxygen in
question were present in the structure, a distinct weight loss step associated with loss of
an oxygen would be observed. Based on a 40% occupancy of the peroxo oxygen as
determined from structure refinements, a weight loss of approximately 0.9% was
calculated. As shown in Figure 5.7, a total weight loss of only 0.45% was observed over
the measurement range of 25°C to 800°C. PXRD patterns collected on TGA samples
after heating revealed the material to be thermally stable up to 800°C, with no significant
changes observed in the patterns before and after heating (Figure 5.8). To verify the
weight loss observed was not attributable to the loss of oxygen from a peroxo group,
single crystal X-ray data were collected on a single crystal sample that was synthesized
and subsequently heated to 800°C. The residual electron density was still present in the
structure model, and no other differences were observed in the structure model obtained
for the sample heated post-synthesis.
Energy Optimization Calculations. First-principles calculations were used to
optimize the geometry of the structure in order to determine the optimized U-O bond
lengths of the uranyl oxygens and the peroxo oxygen. The results of the calculations are
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Figure 5.6 FT-IR Spectrum of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12].
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] over the range of 650 to 1400 cm-1.
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Figure 5.7 TGA-DTA Data for K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]. TGA-DTA data for
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] collected from room temperature to 800°C under a flow of
nitrogen gas.
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Figure 5.8 PXRD Pattern of K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] Post-Heating. PXRD patterns of
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] for TGA before (black) and after (blue) heating to 800°C. The
calculated pattern from the CIF is shown in red.
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provided in Table 5.5. Three sets of calculations were performed in which the structure
contained a fully occupied peroxo oxygen, a half-occupied peroxo oxygen, and no peroxo
oxygen, allowing for a comparison of uranyl bond distances as a function of peroxo
oxygen occupancy. The results of the calculations revealed the optimal U(1)–Operoxo and
U(1)–O(1) bond distances for the structure containing a half-occupied peroxo oxygen
should be significantly elongated at approximately 2.17 and 2.16 Å, respectively. Only
nominal differences in calculated bond lengths between the structure containing half- and
fully occupied peroxo oxygen were determined, suggesting that any peroxo oxygen
occupancy would result in elongated U-O bonds.
In comparison to the experimentally determined bond lengths, the calculated bond
lengths for the structure containing no peroxo oxygen are still slightly elongated but are
more consistent with the structure model obtained from single crystal X-ray data. Thus,
in combined consideration of the structure, thermal, and spectroscopy data, the
calculations better support the structure model exhibiting no axially coordinated peroxo.
Conclusions
In summary, hydrothermal synthesis methods were employed for the preparation
of the first example of a uranyl borosilicate phase, K1.8Na1.2[(UO2)BSi4O12]. The
framework structure is made up of UO6 octahedra connected by [BSi4O12]5- borosilicate
chains containing BO4 and SiO4 tetrahedra, which constitutes a new borosilicate FBB.
This highlights the structural diversity that is accessible in this new class of compounds,
warranting further exploration of crystalline uranyl borosilicate compounds.
Successful synthesis of the phase was determined to occur under a relatively
narrow set of conditions, where slight deviations in the KOH concentration of the
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Table 5.5 DFT-Optimized Uranyl Bond Lengths (Å) in K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12]
U-O

U(1)-O(1)
U(1)-O(2)
U(1)-Operoxo

Experimental

1.83
1.81
1.94

Fully Occupied
Peroxo
2.15
1.86
2.16
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Calculated
Half-Occupied
Peroxo
2.16
1.88
2.17

No Peroxo
1.87
1.86
-

reaction was initially thought to produce a related but distinct secondary phase with a
possible partially occupied peroxo group in place of one of the uranyl oxygen atoms. The
composition of this phase - with no peroxo accounted for - was determined to be
K1.7Na1.3[(UO2)BSi4O12] from single crystal X-ray data. No evidence of O22- symmetric
stretching was observed in the Raman spectrum and no loss of peroxo was observed upon
heating the sample in TGA measurements; in fact, no thermal decomposition was found
to occur over the measurement range up to 800°C. Furthermore, First-Principles
calculations indicated the presence of a peroxo group should result in significantly longer
U-O bonds than those determined experimentally. We therefore conclude the residual
electron density in the structure models are attributable to a crystal defect and not a
peroxo group.
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PART II
SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL
PLUTONIUM OXIDES AND FLUORIDES
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CHAPTER 6

TARGETING COMPLEX PLUTONIUM OXIDES BY COMBINING
CRYSTAL CHEMICAL REASONING WITH DENSITY FUNCTIONAL
THEORY CALCULATIONS: THE QUATERNARY PLUTONIUM
OXIDE Cs2PuSi6O151

Adapted with permission from Pace, K. A.; Klepov, V. V.; Christian, M. S.; Morrison,
G.; Deason, T. K.; Kutahyali Aslani, C.; Besmann, T. M.; Diprete, D. P.; Amoroso, J. W.;
zur Loye, H.-C. Chem. Commun. 2020, 56, 9501-9504. © 2020 Royal Society of
Chemistry
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Abstract
The stability of the novel Pu(IV) silicate, Cs2PuSi6O15, was predicted from a
combination of crystal chemical reasoning and DFT calculations and confirmed by its
synthesis via flux crystal growth. Formation enthalpies of the A2MSi6O15 (A = Na-Cs; M
= Ce, Th, U-Pu) compositional family were calculated and indicated the Cs-containing
phases should preferentially form in the Cmc21 structure type, consistent with previous
experimental findings and the novel phases produced in this work, Cs 2PuSi6O15 and
Cs2CeSi6O15. The formation enthalpies of a second set of compositions, A2MSi3O9, were
also calculated and a comparison between the two compositional families correctly
predicted A2MSi6O15 to be on average more stable than A2MSi3O9.
Introduction
The chemistry of the actinides, especially the transuranic (TRU) actinides such as
plutonium, has not been extensively explored and, hence, developing viable approaches
for their synthesis is desirable. The development of new complex TRU containing
hierarchical structures is of interest for nuclear waste form applications, which prompted
us to choose candidate compositions that have framework structures.1 Thus, for this
investigation of Pu-containing materials, systems with silicate framework-forming anions
were selected based on their structural versatility.2 One approach to the synthesis of
complex oxides with new compositions is via isovalent chemical substitution, where a
cation in a given oxidation state is replaced by a different cation in the same oxidation
state. For this synthesis to succeed, the two cations should have similar ionic radii and
coordination preferences.3 This type of approach utilizes crystal chemical reasoning
where an understanding of ionic radius and charge allows the prediction of structures
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based on charge balance and minimal lattice strain. The technique is routinely applied to
estimate the chances of successfully synthesizing a target composition with a specific
structure. While often successful, subtle differences in size or coordination preferences
can influence overall phase stability;4, 5 especially in the case of f-elements,6–9 where
substitutional predictions are not as reliable as for other compound classes, such as delement systems. We addressed this issue by performing density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, which together with our crystal chemical reasoning narrowed the choices of
prospective plutonium containing oxide phases/structures.
Only a relatively small number of plutonium oxides are known, with most
existing as binary and ternary compounds10 along with a few complex quaternary
phases.6, 11–15 The challenges of working with radiological materials, however, impede
extensive exploration of phase space, encouraging the combination of crystal chemical
prediction with DFT calculations to guide selection of target phases suitable for the
isovalent chemical substitution needed to prepare desired phase compositions. In this
report, we highlight the synthesis of a novel plutonium silicate phase, Cs2PuSi6O15, and
describe the use of DFT calculations to correctly predict an observed trend in the
structure types adopted by a series of analogous A2MSi6O15 (A = Na–Cs, M = Ce, Th, U,
Np, Pu) compositions.
Considering that silicates are among the most abundant and stable minerals, we
selected the U(IV)-containing A2USi6O15 (A = Alkali metals) system as a model to
evaluate the theory-guided approach. Calculations for each possible combination of alkali
and tetravalent metal in different structure types were carried out for the two most
abundant compositions containing both silicate and alkali metal cations, A2MSi6O15 and
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A2MSi3O9 (A = Na–Cs, M = Ce, Th, U, Np, Pu). Orthorhombic Cs2PuSi6O15 was
calculated to be the most stable Pu-containing structure and was synthesized for the first
time using a flux crystal growth method.
To accommodate Pu4+ cations, the systems needed to include a tetravalent
element of similar size, such as Ce4+, Th4+, U4+, and Np4+. Additionally, the selected
systems should contain alkali metal cations to allow the unit cell sizes to be optimized
using alkali cations with appropriate ionic radii. Furthermore, given that silicate crystal
growth requires either highly alkaline media or the presence of fluorine anions, inclusion
of an alkali metal was considered necessary. With the aforementioned search criteria, two
compositions were identified in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database, A2MSi6O15 and
A2MSi3O9, which were selected as our model systems.
Experimental Section
A 0.2 mL aliquot of a stock solution of weapons-grade plutonium (94% 239Pu, 6%
240Pu)

in hydrochloric acid (0.097M in 8M HCl) was heated to dryness on a hot plate.

The solid residue was then re-dissolved in 0.2 mL of 1M HCl to ensure complete
conversion to the chloride form. To reduce to Pu(III), an excess of ascorbic acid (~10
mg) was added to the solution. Caution! Serious health risks are associated with
handling plutonium, which is an a and g emitter. Proper precautions must be taken. All
studies were conducted in a laboratory designated for transuranics research.
SiO2 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), CsCl (99%, Alfa Aesar), and CsF (99%, Alfa Aesar)
were used as received. 43 𝜇L of the plutonium chloride solution (4.17 𝜇mol Pu) was
dispensed into an 85 𝜇L Pt/Rh DSC pan containing a mixture of 1.0 mg SiO 2 and 33.5
mg of a CsCl/CsF eutectic (19.3 mg CsCl, 14.2 mg CsF). The reaction mixture contained
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a 1:4:27.5:22.5 molar ratio of Pu:Si:Cl:F. The crucible was placed in a programmable
furnace fitted with a nitrogen gas inlet to allow for a continuous nitrogen gas flow (~1
liter per minute) during heating. The reaction was first heated at 80°C for approximately
two hours to dry the contents of the crucible. The crucible was then capped with a loosely
fitting lid and the temperature was ramped to 800°C at a rate of 10°C per minute,
followed by a dwell period of two hours at 800°C. The reaction was then slow-cooled to
400°C at a rate of 3°C per hour, at which point the furnace was shut off and allowed to
cool to room temperature. Upon washing out residual salts from the flux with deionized
water, the reaction product contained a mixture of amorphous material and pale blue
hexagonal plates of Cs2PuSi6O15.
A similar method was employed to synthesize Cs2CeSi6O15. CeF3 (99.9%, Alfa
Aesar), SiO2 (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), Al2O3 (99.98%, Alfa Aesar), CsCl (99%, Alfa Aesar),
and CsF (99%, Alfa Aesar) were used as received. A mixture of 1.8 mg CeF3, 235.3 mg
SiO2, 100.0 mg Al2O3, and 1.0 g of a CsCl/CsF eutectic (0.5 g CsCl, 0.5 g CsF) was
added to a silver tube fused on one end and the tube was then crimped shut. The silver
tube containing the reaction mixture was placed in a programmable furnace and heated to
900°C. The reaction dwelled at 900°C for 20 hours followed by a period of slow-cooling
at 25°C per hour to 400°C, at which point the furnace was shut off and allowed to return
to room temperature. Colorless blocks of Cs2CeSi6O15 were obtained upon washing out
residual salts from the flux with deionized water.
Computational Details. DFT calculations were carried out using the projector
augmented plane-wave method16 as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation
Package (VASP)17–21 with calculation parameters equal to those used in the Open
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Quantum Materials Database (OQMD).22, 23 This was done in order to ensure consistency
when using their fitted atomic chemical potentials to calculate formation enthalpies. Each
spin-polarized calculation used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient
approximation24 with a Hubbard U correction25 of 4.0 eV for the f-orbitals. The energy
cut-off for the plane-wave basis was 600 eV with energy and force convergence criteria
set to 10-6 eV and 10-3eV/Å. Cold smearing26 was used with a sigma value of 0.2 eV. A
Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh27 was used with mesh sizes 8×8×5 and 7×5×4 for
A2MSi3O9 (P63/m and P21/n, respectively) and 7×3×4 and 7×4×3 for A2MSi6O15 (Cmc21
and P1, respectively).
Although some of the A2MSi6O15 phases exhibit the C2/c structure type, it is
crystallographically very similar to P1̅, where a slight distortion of the monoclinic
structure results in a lowering of the symmetry. The C2/c structure type is marginally
different from the lowest symmetry P1 cell but contains twice as many atoms in the unit
cell, and although entropy differences between the two unit cells may not be negligible,
calculations were performed in P1 to reduce computational time.
Results and Discussion
Computational Analysis. The A2MSi6O15 family comprises several compositions
with two distinct structure types. The main difference between them is the topology of
the silicate sheets, which can be clearly seen in Figure 6.1. In Cs2USi6O15 (space group
Cmc21),28 the silicate tetrahedra form a topology with 8-, 6-, and 4-membered rings,
whereas in A2USi6O15 (A = K and Rb, sp. gr. C2/c, and Rb2ThSi6O15, sp. gr. P1̅),29 every
second row of 4- and 6-membered rings “disproportionates” into a row of only 5membered rings. This difference in topology likely affects the calculated formation
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Figure 6.1 Topological Comparison of Silicate Layer in A 2MSi6O15 Structure Types.
Silicate sheet topologies in the two structure types of A2MSi6O15.
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enthalpy, so both were used as parent structures for our calculations. The A2MSi3O9
phases adopt the Wadeite structure type, sometimes with slight symmetry distortions.30 A
high symmetry P63/m model was used as a basis for calculations.
Our DFT calculations showed that A2MSi6O15 is energetically favored over
A2MSi3O9 (Table 6.1) by an average of 7 kJ/mol per atom. The thorium compounds,
however, were nearly equal, i.e., the difference between A = K–Cs for the two
compositional types does not exceed 0.25 kJ/mol per atom. Since DFT calculations
provide only 0 K formation enthalpies, the stability must be influenced as well by the
entropic contribution at the finite laboratory synthesis temperatures. This is supported by
the fact that multiple A2ThSi6O15 and A2ThSi3O9 compositions have been reported,
including A2ThSi6O15 (A = Cs and Rb)31, 32 and A2ThSi3O9 (A = Cs, Rb, and K).33, 34
In order to probe the relative stability of the A2MSi6O15 compositional family (A
= Na, K, Rb, Cs; M = Ce, Th, U, Np, Pu), DFT was also used to calculate the formation
enthalpies of the P1 and Cmc21 structure types. A comparison of the experimentally
determined versus the DFT-optimized structure is shown in Figure 6.2. Overall, the
Cmc21 structure type was calculated to be more stable for Cs-containing A2MSi6O15
compositions, while those containing lighter alkali cations were found to be more stable
in P1, as shown in Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2. The calculated formation enthalpies indicate
a general trend in stability that is consistent with what has been experimentally observed.
The previously known phases Cs2MSi6O15 (M = Th and U) and Rb2ThSi6O15/A2USi6O15
(A = K and Rb) were correctly computed to crystallize in the Cmc21 and C2/c structure
types, respectively. We successfully synthesized the previously unknown phase
Cs2CeSi6O15, which was also found to crystallize in the correctly predicted Cmc21
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Table 6.1 Formation Enthalpies (eV/atom) of A2MSi6O15 vs. A2MSi3O9
A2MSi6O15
Na
K
Rb
Cs
A2MSi3O9

Cmc21
Ce
-2.932
-2.968
-2.974
-2.993

Th
-3.069
-3.113
-3.120
-3.135

U
-2.994
-3.010
-3.011
-3.031

P1
Np
-2.886
-2.977
-2.983
-2.999

Pu
-2.938
-2.983
-2.990
-3.006

Ce
-2.937
-2.980
-2.983
-2.991

Th
-3.075
-3.120
-3.121
-3.134

P63/m
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Ce
Th
U
Np
Pu
Na
-2.859
-3.063
-2.895
-2.850
-2.856
K
-2.910
-3.123
-2.959
-2.913
-2.923
Rb
-2.908
-3.123
-2.958
-2.912
-2.921
Cs
-2.923
-3.137
-2.969
-2.921
-2.929
* Calculations for Cs CeSi O in space group P2 /n did not converge.
2
3 9
1

Ce
-2.855
-2.908
-2.907
--*

Th
-3.060
-3.121
-3.122
-3.137

U
-2.964
-3.011
-3.014
-3.024
P21/n
U
-2.892
-2.956
-2.956
-2.967

Np
-2.936
-2.983
-2.986
-2.997

Np
-2.847
-2.910
-2.909
-2.919

Pu
-2.940
-2.988
-2.991
-3.002

Pu
-2.858
-2.920
-2.918
-2.927

Figure 6.2 Experimental vs. Optimized Structure of Cs2PuSi6O15. The subtle
differences between the experimental Cs2PuSi6O15 structure (solid) versus the optimized
structure (shadowed/semi-transparent) are shown.
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Figure 6.3 DFT-Calculated Formation Enthalpies of A2MSi6O15 and A2MSi3O9
Structure Types. Comparison of the DFT formation enthalpies where red, blue, and
green represent energies of A2MSi6O15 in Cmc21, P1, and Wadeite A2MSi3O9,
respectively.
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Table 6.2 Comparison of DFT Formation Enthalpies (kJ/mol) for A2MSi6O15 (A =
Na-Cs; M = Ce, Th, U-Pu) in Cmc21 vs. P1
Cmc21
Ce
Th
U
Np
Pu
Na
-27157
-28426
-27728
-26728
-27216
K
-27496
-28838
-27878
-27572
-27628
Rb
-27551
-28896
-27886
-27626
-27696
Cs
-27722
-29038
-28077
-27781
-27843
P1
Na
-27207
-28480
-27457
-27193
-27233
K
-27605
-28900
-27886
-27627
-27677
Rb
-27631
-28912
-27919
-27662
-27703
Cs
-27702
-29026
-28011
-27764
-27806
Dark green and bolded indicates polymorphs that are both experimentally observed and
predicted to be stable from DFT, light green indicates polymorphs that have not yet been
experimentally prepared but are predicted to be stable from DFT. No highlight indicates
polymorphs predicted to be relatively less stable and are not known to exist (more stable
polymorph predicted).
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structure type. We argue that this trend occurs as a consequence of the different sized
channels between the two structure types, and indeed, unit cell volumes for the Cmc21
structures are overall larger than those for the C2/c structures, ranging from ~1580 –
1700 Å3 for Cmc21 in comparison to ~1400 – 1650 Å3 for C2/c.
The effect of entropic contributions may increase energetic differences or change
the predicted polymorph stability for all or some TRU compounds. However, computing
the entropic contribution for each member of the two polymorphs would require vibration
calculations on the 2x2x2 crystal cell. The additional computational time required to
calculate this for all compositions would have been substantial. Given this constraint, we
still generally find that calculations of the 0 K formation enthalpies were in fairly good
agreement with observed trends for the existing phases and has proved adequate for our
purposes.
To further investigate the preferred structure trend predicted by DFT calculations,
crystallochemical analysis was utilized to compute the Voronoi polyhedra35 of the alkali
cation for each composition. The alkali bonding environment in each structure type was
analyzed by comparing the radius of the spherical domain Rsd, an indication of the size of
an atom in the selected structure.36 Consistent with the notion that larger alkali cations
will prefer larger sized channels, Table 6.3 demonstrates that the Cmc21 structure type
gives rise to larger Rsd values for the alkali cation of each composition, suggesting that
larger alkali cations should occupy the channels.
Synthesis. The results from DFT and crystallochemical calculations help to
explain the experimental results, specifically the formation of Cs2PuSi6O15 in the space
group Cmc21. Its synthesis employed a modified small-scale flux growth method based
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Table 6.3 Average Calculated RSD Values for Alkali Cations in A2MSi6O15 (A = Na-Cs; M = Ce, Th, U-Pu)

Avg. RSD

Na
K
Rb
Cs

Ce
Cmc21
1.86
1.99
2.02
2.04

P1
1.75
1.84
1.90
1.99

Th
Cmc21
1.84
1.94
1.98
2.01

P1
1.77
1.84
1.89
1.97

U
Cmc21
2.02
2.02
2.01
2.02

P1
1.75
1.90
1.88
1.95

Np
Cmc21
1.98
1.97
2.00
2.01

P1
1.77
1.88
1.90
1.97

Pu
Cmc21
1.84
1.96
1.99
2.01

P1
1.77
1.85
1.90
1.97
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on conditions for the synthesis of A2USi6O15 (A = Rb, K).29 The product was a phase
consisting of pale blue hexagonal plates (Figure 6.4) of Cs2PuSi6O15 with ~5-10% yield.
While the blue color is unusual for Pu(IV), there are a couple other examples in the
literature where Pu(IV) compounds have been obtained as blue crystals.9, 37
Structure Description. Cs2PuSi6O15 was structurally characterized by single
crystal X-ray diffraction and, as expected, was determined to be isostructural to
Cs2USi6O15, crystallizing in the orthorhombic space group Cmc21 with lattice parameters
a = 7.2509(2), b = 16.1708(3) and c = 13.4124(2) Å. There are 19 atoms within the
asymmetric unit, including one plutonium atom, four silicon atoms, ten oxygen atoms,
and four cesium atoms. The structure consists of a framework of PuO 6 octahedra
connected via corner sharing to silicate sheets (Figure 6.5). Within the silicate sheets,
SiO4 tetrahedra form six-membered rings that are connected by a central four-member
ring; adjacent sets of four- and six-membered rings are in turn joined by an eight-member
ring in the perpendicular direction (Figure 6.5). Disordered cesium cations reside within
the channels of the framework (Figure 6.5). Although six is an unusually low
coordination number for plutonium, there are a few examples of Pu4+ adopting an
octahedral coordination environment.9,

38

An analysis of the bond distances in the

structure of Cs2PuSi6O15 indicates that they are consistent with Pu4+, with d(Pu-O)
ranging from 2.175-2.228 Å. The bond- valence sum at the Pu1 site, calculated using the
parameters r0 = 2.09 and B = 0.35,39 was determined to be 4.38.
Conclusions
In summary, we report on the synthesis of the novel complex plutonium oxide
Cs2PuSi6O15, by flux crystal growth methods. Relative phase stability was assessed
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Figure 6.4 Optical Image of Crystals of Cs2PuSi6O15. A pale blue hexagonal plate of
Cs2PuSi6O15 in immersion oil.
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Figure 6.5 Structure of Cs2PuSi6O15. (a) Silicate sheets compose (b) the framework of
Cs2PuSi6O15 which contains (c) disordered cesium cations, shown as light blue and green
spheres, within the channels of the framework.
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through a comparison of the DFT-calculated formation enthalpies of alkali and
lanthanide/actinide-containing analogs of the candidate structure types, A2MSi6O15 and
A2MSi3O9. A general trend in the A2MSi6O15 preferred structure type emerged wherein
only the compositions containing larger Cs cations were favored to form in Cmc21 while
those containing smaller alkali cations were favored to form in P1. This trend is
consistent with previous reports and was further confirmed in this work through the
synthesis of Cs2PuSi6O15 and Cs2CeSi6O15, which both crystallize in the expected Cmc21
structure type. Future investigations will focus on the targeted synthesis of other TRU
element-containing members within this extensive structural family in an effort to expand
the currently limited database of known complex actinide compounds.
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CHAPTER 7

EXPANSION OF THE Na3MIII(Ln/An)6F30 SERIES: INCORPORATION
OF PLUTONIUM INTO A HIGHLY ROBUST AND STABLE
FRAMEWORK1

Adapted with permission from Pace, K. A.; Klepov, V. V.; Deason, T. K.; Smith, M. D.;
Ayer, G. B.; Diprete, D. P.; Amoroso, J. W.; zur Loye, H.-C. Chem. Eur. J. 2020, 26,
12941-12944. © 2020 John Wiley and Sons
1
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Abstract
NanMAn6F30 is an extremely versatile framework structure for incorporating
tetravalent actinides (An) and cerium along with divalent or trivalent d-metals (M);
moreover, the structure exhibits a high resistance to harsh chemical conditions. This
extreme robustness can potentially be exploited for the sequestration of Pu in a stable
matrix; however, no NanMPu6F30 compounds have been reported so far. Herein, we
present four new plutonium fluorides that have been prepared as single crystals via mild
hydrothermal synthesis methods. Structural characterizations revealed their compositions
to be Na3AlPu6F30, Na3FePu6F30, Na3CoPu6F30, and Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30. Surprisingly, in the
plutonium series it was found that Co2+ and Mn2+ precursors oxidized to form
Na3CoIIIPu6F30 and Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30, whereas the analogous reactions for cerium
result in reduction of the transition metal, even when beginning with a M3+ precursor.
While cerium is often used as a surrogate for plutonium, this work serves as an example
that deviations between their chemistries do occur.
Introduction
Since the dawn of the nuclear era, plutonium fluorides have garnered substantial
interest from the actinide research community. Much of this research was initially
devoted to the pyrochemical processing of plutonium, wherein plutonium metal may be
obtained from the conversion of plutonium oxides, plutonium halides, or their mixtures
via reduction by calcium metal during heating.1 Less successful attempts to apply
alternative methods for producing metallic plutonium did prove successful in preparing
new plutonium phases in some cases; for example, the sodium vapor reduction of PuF4
resulted in the novel phase (NaPuF4)1.5.2 As part of an effort in the 1940s and 1950s to
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expand on and characterize the plutonium fluoride family, Zachariasen 2–5 and Dawson et
al.6 reported on the first crystal structures of several binary and ternary plutonium
fluorides and oxyfluorides. In spite of these early efforts and the considerable
advancement in instrumentation, nearly seven decades have passed without any reports
on novel plutonium fluoride phases prepared as single crystals suitable for single crystal
X-ray diffraction studies.
Motivated in part by the growing initiative to expand on the current understanding
of actinide fundamental chemistry,7–12 there has been renewed interest recently in
research on plutonium fluorides.13 In 2019, Chemey et al. revisited the structures of
Li4PuF8 and LiPuF5, which were previously known but lacked single crystal X-ray data.
The investigators probed the phases beyond their structures by examining the optical
properties and conducting a thorough analysis of bonding interactions.14 This work is
critical considering the development of advanced reactor designs, including the molten
salt reactor, which may utilize high-fluoride content salt eutectics.15 Recently, Scheibe et
al. reported on the synthesis and structures of MAnF6·3H2O (M = Mn2+, Zn2+ ; An =
Np4+, Pu4+), a novel series of transition metal actinide fluorides that also represent the
first example of a transition metal-containing plutonium fluoride.16
In our search for phases containing surrogates that might function as hosts for
plutonium substitution, we investigated the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 (n = 3 or 4; M = divalent or
trivalent metal; Ln = Ce4+, An = Th4+, U4+) series as a potential structural candidate for
plutonium inclusion on account of the exceedingly stable nature of the phases and the
ability to incorporate a diverse range of metal cations into the structure. 17–20 Herein we
describe the synthesis of the novel plutonium fluorides Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al3+, Fe3+,
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Co3+) and Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30 and highlight unusual differences that make plutonium
unique from its lighter f-element neighbors in the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 series.
Experimental Section
Al(NO3)3·9H2O (Alfa Aesar, 98%), FeF3 (Strem Chemicals, 99%), CoF2 (Alfa
Aesar, 98%), MnF2 (Alfa Aesar, 99%), NaF (Alfa Aesar, 99%), CsF (Alfa Aesar, 99%),
and hydrofluoric acid (49%, ACS grade) were used as received. Weapons-grade PuO2
(94%

239Pu,

6%

240Pu)

powder was analyzed via energy dispersive spectroscopy to

confirm the presence of only Pu and O in the plutonium precursor. Caution! Serious
health risks are associated with working with plutonium. All experimental work with
plutonium was carried out in a nuclear facility designated for research on transuranium
elements. Additional hazards are presented by the use of hydrofluoric acid in these
experiments, which is highly corrosive and toxic. HF should only be handled in wellventilated areas with proper personal protective equipment.
Each reaction contained a 2:1:2 molar ratio of Pu:M:Na. A small quantity of
weapons-grade PuO2 was weighed and added to a vial in a negative-pressure glovebox to
prevent the spread of contamination. Based on the known mass of the PuO 2 sample,
appropriate amounts of the respective metal fluoride or nitrate precursor and NaF were
weighed out (Table 7.1) and added to a new 10 mL polytetrafluoroeythylene (PTFE) cup
contained within a stainless-steel autoclave. New PTFE liners were used with each
reaction to both prevent the spread of contamination and to minimize the chances of
introducing impurities into the reactions. In a radiological fume hood, a small aliquot of
deionized water (~0.3 mL) was used to transfer the PuO 2 to the PTFE cup containing the
other reagents. The autoclave was left uncapped and was placed in a drying oven located
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Table 7.1 Synthesis of Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al, Fe, Co), Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30,
Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30, and Na3MnTh6F30
Na3AlPu6F30
PuO2
4.3 mg
Al(NO3)3·9H2O 3.0 mg
FeF3
CoF2
MnF2
NaF
0.7 mg
CsF
HF (49%)
0.2 mL

CeO2
ThF4
MnF3
NaF
HF (49%)

Na3FePu6F30
2.9 mg
0.6 mg
0.4 mg
0.1 mL

Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30
86.1 mg
111.9 mg
42.0 mg
3.0 mL

Na3CoPu6F30
3.4 mg
0.6 mg
0.5 mg
0.2 mL
Na3MnTh6F30
154.0 mg
111.9 mg
42.0 mg
3.0 mL
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Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30
2.4 mg
0.4 mg
1.3 mg
0.1 mL

inside the fume hood at 80°C until the contents of the PTFE cup were dry, at which point
the autoclave was removed from the oven and an appropriate amount of HF was
dispensed into the PTFE cup. The autoclave was sealed and returned to the oven before
ramping the temperature to 200°C and dwelling for anywhere between 24 and 42 hours.
The oven was then shut off and allowed to return to room temperature. Once cooled, the
autoclave was opened, and the reaction products were thoroughly rinsed with deionized
water before transferring to a small glass vial. The samples were then suspended in
immersion oil on a glass slide for single crystal selection using a microscope.
In the case of Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30, a 2:1:2 molar ratio of PuO2:MnF2:CsF was used.
Single crystal X-ray diffraction data indicated the structure contained Na rather than Cs,
and energy-dispersive spectroscopy measurements confirmed the presence of Na, Mn,
Pu, and F in the sample. The source of the Na impurity was undetermined.
A similar method was employed to synthesize Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30 and
Na3MnTh6F30. CeO2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), MnF3 (Alfa Aesar, 98%), and NaF (Alfa
Aesar, 99%) were used as received. ThF4 was prepared from a 1.50 g sample of
Th(NO3)4·4H2O (J.T. Baker) that was heated in a PTFE-lined stainless-steel autoclave
containing 5 mL of deionized water and 1 mL of HF (49%). The autoclave was heated in
an oven at 140°C for 24 hours, then was cooled back to room temperature and the
resultant powder was filtered and thoroughly rinsed in deionized water. The powder was
dried at 140°C in a drying oven overnight, and powder X-ray diffraction analysis was
used to confirm phase purity of the obtained ThF4.
To obtain Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30 and Na3MnTh6F30, 1:2:2 molar ratios of Ce or
Th:Mn:Na were used. The reagents were weighed and added to a new 23 mL PTFE cup
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containing 3.0 mL of HF (49%). The PTFE cup was then sealed in a stainless-steel
autoclave and placed in a programmable oven that was heated to 200°C for 24 hours
followed by a period of slow-cooling at 6°C per hour. Upon cooling to room temperature,
the reaction products were filtered and thoroughly rinsed in deionized water and acetone.
Results and Discussion
We have extensively studied the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 series and have previously
identified

phase

boundaries

for

the

formation

of

Na4MII(Ln/An)6F30

versus

Na3MIII(Ln/An)6F30 on the basis of M2+/M3+ and Ln4+/An4+ sizes.17–20 It was determined
that compositions containing the larger Th4+ and U4+ cations can accommodate a variety
of di- and trivalent metal cations ranging in size from Al3+ (Shannon radius of sixcoordinated Al3+, 0.675 Å) to Mn2+ (0.97 Å),21 while compositions containing the smaller
Ce4+ cation are limited to the incorporation of only the smaller trivalent metal cations
(Al3+, 0.675 Å; Ga3+, 0.760 Å; Fe3+, 0.785 Å; Cr3+, 0.755 Å). Given the similarity in size
between Ce4+ and Pu4+ we expected the plutonium series to exhibit a trend similar to the
one found for Ce4+; however, differences in their redox behavior, a factor which had not
seemed to play a significant role in the formation of the other members of the
NanM(Ln/An)6F30 series, gave rise to notable differences between the cerium and
plutonium systems.
Synthesis. A mild hydrothermal synthesis method similar to that described in
previous reports17–20 was employed as a starting point for scaling down and optimizing
the reactions to find the first members of the NanMPu6F30 family. The target phases were
prepared from mixtures of PuO2, divalent or trivalent metal fluorides or nitrates, and NaF
in hydrofluoric acid that were heated in PTFE-lined autoclaves. The resulting product
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mixtures contained polycrystalline powders of unknown composition(s) and amber
tablet-shaped or hexagonal blocks of NanMPu6F30, shown in Figure 7.1, which were
manually removed from the product mixtures using a microscope, and were obtained in
approximate yields of 20% (M = Mn, Fe) and 90% (M = Co, Al). The unidentified
reaction products were confirmed to be crystalline via powder X-ray diffraction analysis
of the product mixtures, however, the associated peaks did not match any reported phases
thus phase identification was not possible. Multiple exploratory reactions in this system
resulted in the synthesis of four new phases: Na3AlPu6F30, Na3FePu6F30, Na3CoPu6F30,
and Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30. The respective M3+ precursors were used in the case of
Na3AlPu6F30 and Na3FePu6F30, whereas M2+ precursors were used in reactions yielding
Na3CoPu6F30

and Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30. Curiously, oxidizing conditions

developed

throughout the course of the cobalt and manganese reactions, resulting in complete
oxidation of Co2+ to form Na3CoIIIPu6F30 and partial oxidation of Mn2+ to form
Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30.
Structure Description. The composition and the oxidation states (by charge
balance and bond distances) of the elements in Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al3+, Fe3+, Co3+) and
Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30/Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30 compounds were determined using single crystal Xray diffraction. All compounds crystallize in the trigonal space group P3̅c1 and are
isostructural to the Ce, Th, and U phases described in detail previously. 17–20 All atoms in
the structures of Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al3+, Fe3+, Co3+) are fully occupied and ordered. As
shown in Figure 7.2, the three-dimensional Pu6F306- framework is made up of PuF9
polyhedra connected to form channels containing charge-balancing Mn+ (Wyckoff site
2a) and Na+ cations (site 4d); a second set of crystallographically unique Na+ cations (site
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Figure 7.1 Optical Image of Crystals of Na3CoPu6F30. An image of single crystals of
Na3CoPu6F30 suspended in immersion oil.
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Figure 7.2 Structure of Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al, Fe, and Co), Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30,
Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30, and Na3MnTh6F30. The three-dimensional crystal structure of
Na3MPu6F30 is shown, where PuF9 polyhedra are shown in red and MF6 octahedra are
shown in purple. Na+ cations residing between MF6 octahedra (Wyckoff site 2b, shown
as light blue spheres) are fully ordered, whereas those within the framework’s smaller
hexagonal channels (site 4d, shown as light blue/purple spheres) may be either ordered,
resulting in the composition Na3MPu6F30, or disordered Na+/M2+, resulting in compounds
with the varying composition NanMmPu6F30.
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2b) also reside in the larger voids between MF6 octahedra. While Na3AlPu6F30 and
Na3FePu6F30 were expected to contain M3+ cations, the presence of Co3+ in Na3CoPu6F30
was surprising. Observed Co-F bond distances of 1.910(3) Å allowed for the assignment
of the +3 oxidation state of cobalt,22, 23 which was further corroborated by bond valence
sum calculations which yielded a value of 2.7.24
In the structure of Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30, fully occupied and ordered Na+ cations (site
2b) separate MnF6 octahedra with Mn-F bond distances of 1.944(15) Å that are consistent
with Mn3+;25 analysis of the bond valence sum was also consistent with Mn3+, resulting in
a calculated value of 2.8.24 The smaller channels within the framework contain disordered
six-coordinated Na+/Mn2+ on site 4d, with the Na+ and Mn2+ partial occupancies refining
to 0.69 and 0.31, respectively. The Na2/Mn2-F (Na+/Mn2+) bond distances range from
2.218(17) – 2.271(16) Å, with bond valence sum calculations yielding a value of 1.3.
Similar disorder has been observed in the structures of Na3.13MgII1.43U6F30 and
Na2.50MnII1.75U6F30;26 however, since these structures contain exclusively divalent metal
octahedra, the inclusion of additional Na+ cations is needed to maintain electroneutrality.
The extra disordered Na+ cations reside on an additional crystallographic site that is not
occupied in Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30. Pu-F bond distances within PuF9 polyhedra range from
2.242(15) – 2.431(16) Å, consistent with Pu4+, and agree with the calculated bond
valence sum value of 3.87 for Pu.27 Further details including relevant crystallographic
information and select interatomic distances for the reported phases are presented in
Tables 7.2–7.4.
Redox Chemistry of Pu6F30 System. Unlike the Na3MCe6F30 (M = Al3+, Ga3+,
Fe3+, Cr3+) series, the plutonium system exhibited unexpected redox chemistry involving
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Table 7.2 Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al, Fe, Co) and Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30 Crystal Data and Structure Refinement
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formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)

Na3AlPu6F30
P3̅c1
2117.95
301(2)
9.6717(6)
12.7408(8)
1032.13(14)
2
6.815
0.03 x 0.02 x 0.01
19.246
53 767
720
0.0935
0/62
0.921
R1 = 0.0226
wR2 = 0.0587
R1 = 0.0274
wR2 = 0.0626
1.141 and -1.291

Na3FePu6F30
P3̅c1
2146.82
302(2)
9.7388(5)
12.7965(7)
1051.07(12)
2
6.783
0.05 x 0.03 x 0.01
19.520
50 797
843
0.0420
0/63
1.193
R1 = 0.0139
wR2 = 0.0302
R1 = 0.0154
wR2 = 0.0311
0.751 and -0.941

Na3CoPu6F30
P3̅c1
2149.90
302(2)
9.7393(2)
12.8072(3)
1052.06(5)
2
6.787
0.03 x 0.03 x 0.01
19.600
64 610
878
0.0235
0/62
0.803
R1 = 0.0151
wR2 = 0.0331
R1 = 0.0151
wR2 = 0.0331
1.071 and -1.963

Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30
P3̅c1
2165.60
304(2)
9.7472(7)
12.9355(10)
1064.32(17)
2
6.757
0.04 x 0.02 x 0.01
19.524
29 120
837
0.0898
0/64
1.338
R1 = = 0.0629
wR2 = 0.1360
R1 = 0.0667
wR2 = 0.1374
5.717 and -5.305

Table 7.3 Na2.4Mn1.6Ce6F30 and Na3MnTh6F30 Crystal Data and Structure
Refinement
formula
space group
formula weight (g/mol)
temperature (K)
a (Å)
c (Å)
volume (Å3)
Z
density (g cm-3)
crystal dimensions (mm3)
absorption coefficient (mm-1)
collected reflections
independent reflections
Rint
refined restraints/parameters
goodness-of-fit on F2
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)]
final R indices (all data)
largest diff. peak & hole (e-/Å3)

Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30
P3̅c1
1547.89
301(2)
9.7304(2)
12.9073(3)
1058.34(5)
2
4.857
0.08 x 0.05 x 0.04
13.742
49 639
879
0.0300
0/64
0.856
R1 = 0.0084
wR2 = 0.0190
R1 = 0.0084
wR2 = 0.0191
0.326 and -0.307
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Na3MnTh6F30
P3̅c1
2086.15
302(2)
9.9922(2)
13.2393(3)
1144.77(5)
2
6.052
0.03 x 0.02 x 0.01
39.643
71 522
937
0.0347
0/63
0.919
R1 = 0.0095
wR2 = 0.0228
R1 = 0.0099
wR2 = 0.0230
1.067 and -0.470

Table 7.4 Representative Interatomic Distances (Å) for Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al, Fe,
Co), Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30, Na2.4Mn1.6Ce6F30, and Na3MnTh6F30

Pu(1)-F(1)
Pu(1)-F(1)
Pu(1)-F(2)
Pu(1)-F(3)
Pu(1)-F(3)
Pu(1)-F(4)
Pu(1)-F(4)
Pu(1)-F(5)
Pu(1)-F(5)

Na3AlPu6F30
2.373(5)
2.243(6)
2.337(6)
2.279(6)
2.249(6)
2.390(6)
2.275(6)
2.299(5)
2.235(6)

Na3FePu6F30
2.248(3)
2.290(3)
2.294(3)
2.276(3)
2.369(3)
2.376(3)
2.270(3)
2.317(3)
2.249(3)

Na3CoPu6F30
2.287(3)
2.251(3)
2.288(3)
2.370(3)
2.277(3)
2.381(3)
2.273(3)
2.316(3)
2.249(3)

Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30
2.413(15)
2.308(15)
2.242(15)
2.302(14)
2.431(16)
2.306(14)
2.250(13)
2.262(15)
2.297(15)

M(1)-F(2)

1.803(5) x 6

1.907(3) x 6

1.910(3) x 6

1.944(15) x 6

Ce(1)-F(1)
Ce(1)-F(1)
Ce(1)-F(2)
Ce(1)-F(3)
Ce(1)-F(3)
Ce(1)-F(4)
Ce(1)-F(4)
Ce(1)-F(5)
Ce(1)-F(5)

Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30
2.2745(13)
2.4206(12)
2.2836(13)
2.4104(13)
2.2707(12)
2.2494(12)
2.2874(13)
2.3405(12)
2.2283(12)

Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30
-

Na3MnTh6F30
-

Mn(1)-F(2)
Mn(1)-F(2)

1.9218(13) x 5
1.9217(13)

1.944(15) x 6
-

1.937(2) x 6
-

(Mn2/Na2)-F(1)
(Mn2/Na2)-F(3)

2.2282(14) x 3
2.2896(14) x 3

2.218(17) x 3
2.271(16) x 3

-
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divalent metal cations. Reactions yielding the cerium phases were reported to be
unsuccessful when beginning with a M2+ precursor, which was attributed to the inability
of the structure to accommodate the larger M2+ cations. Considering the likelihood of in
situ reduction of strongly oxidizing Co3+ and, to a lesser degree, Mn3+, the original
reports on the Na3MCe6F30 and NanMTh6F30 series did not discuss the outcomes of
reaction attempts using Mn3+ or Co3+.17, 18 To better understand the processes taking place
during the reactions, we subsequently attempted to investigate both the cerium and
thorium systems with respect to Co3+/Co2+ and Mn3+/Mn2+ redox chemistry, the results of
which are summarized in Table 7.5. In reactions starting with Co3+, only Co2+ containing
phases were obtained whereas in the reactions beginning with Mn 3+, the novel phases
Na2.6MnII/III1.4Ce6F30 and Na3MnIIITh6F30 crystallized (Table 7.3). The presence of
manganese in the +3 oxidation state was unambiguously determined from analysis of the
crystal structures of both manganese phases (Figure 7.3 and Table 7.4). Moreover, a
comparison of Na3MnIIITh6F30 magnetic susceptibility data to that of the previously
reported Na4MnIITh6F30 phase revealed identical paramagnetic behavior at low
temperature and a decreased effective magnetic moment of 5.70 𝜇B (versus 6.20 𝜇B for
Na4MnIITh6F30), consistent with the d4 electron configuration of Mn3+ (Figure 7.4). In this
case, it is established that it is feasible to maintain manganese in the +3 oxidation state.
Hydrothermal synthesis is known to favor reducing conditions,28 thus it is even
more surprising that Na3CoIIIPu6F30 and Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30 were obtained from the
respective M2+ precursors. Considering that oxidative conditions were not determined to
occur under similar reaction conditions in the Ce, Th, and U systems, we presume that
Pu4+ is responsible for the oxidation of Mn2+ and Co2+, possibly via plutonium
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Table 7.5 NanMm(Ln/An)6F30 Reaction Products Obtained from Various Ln/An and M2+/M3+ Precursors a
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Co2+

Th4+
Na4CoIITh6F30 [18]

U4+
Na4CoIIU6F30 [19]

Ce4+
Na7Ce6F31 [17]

Pu4+
Na3CoIIIPu6F30

Co3+

Na4CoIITh6F30

–

Na7Ce6F31

–

Mn2+

Na4MnIITh6F30 [18]

Na4MnIIU6F30 [19]

Na7Ce6F31 [17]

Na2.4Mn1.6II/IIIPu6F30

Mn3+

Na3MnIIITh6F30

–

Na2.6Mn1.4II/IIICe6F30

–

Fe2+

Na3FeIIITh6F30 [18]

Na3FeIIIU6F30 [20]

–

–

Fe3+

–

–

Na3FeIIICe6F30 [17]

Na3FeIIIPu6F30

Al3+

Na3AlIIITh6F30 [18]

Na3AlIIIU6F30 [20]

Na3AlIIICe6F30 [17]

Na3AlIIIPu6F30

Co2+

Na4CoIITh6F30 [18]

Na4CoIIU6F30 [19]

Na7Ce6F31 [17]

Na3CoIIIPu6F30

Co3+

Na4CoIITh6F30

–

Na7Ce6F31

–

a

Minor reaction products were not fully characterized in each reaction thus only major phases obtained are shown. Products for which
no reference is given are from this study. – Reaction not attempted.

Figure 7.3 Local Coordination Environments of MnF6 Octahedra in
Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30 and Na3MnTh6F30. Polyhedral representation of a) MnIIIF6 and highly
distorted (MnII/Na)F6 polyhedra in Na2.6Mn1.4Ce6F30 and b) MnIIIF6 octahedra in
Na3MnTh6F30.
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Figure 7.4 Magnetic Susceptibility Data for Na3MnTh6F30. Zero field-cooled magnetic
susceptibility of Na3MnTh6F30 measured from 2 to 300 K at an applied field of 0.1 T.
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disproportionation,29 although we were not able to confirm the presence of Pu(III) phases
through our analysis of the multiphase product mixtures via powder X-ray diffraction,
nor was plutonium found in any higher oxidation states in the starting material.
As an added peculiarity of this system, one would expect that conditions
sufficiently oxidizing to form Co3+ would also readily oxidize Mn2+ to form the fully
ordered Na3MnIIIPu6F30 phase, however, the mixed-valent Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30 phase is
observed to form instead. Considering that the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 phases have been
shown to form readily over a wide range of reaction conditions, we suggest that oxidation
of the Mn2+ precursor occurs more slowly than the kinetically-favored formation of
Na3MnPu6F30, allowing substitution of Mn2+ to occur prior to complete oxidation of
MnF2. Future experiments utilizing a Mn3+ precursor, which we hypothesize will result in
the

fully

ordered

Na3MnIIIPu6F30

phase,

are

planned.

In

comparison

to

Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30, the analogous mixed-valent Na2.4CoII/III1.6Pu6F30 phase does not
form even when beginning with a Co2+ precursor. This inconsistency is probably due to
size differences between Mn2+ and Co2+; the Shannon radius of six-coordinated high spin
Mn2+ is 0.97 Å versus 0.885 Å for Co2+, thus Co2+ is likely too small to substitute on the
disordered M2+/Na+ site.
NanM(Ln/An)6F30 Phase Stability. In addition to the substitutional diversity of
the structure, the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 phases also offer exceptional stability. The crystal
quality of the plutonium phases was evaluated over time using single crystal X-ray
diffraction measurements. Initial single crystal X-ray data collected on a sample of
Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30 yielded a structure model with an R1 value of 0.0667; after 8 months the
data was recollected on the same sample and the R1 value was found to have increased
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only slightly to 0.0870. Furthermore, while many fluorides are prone to degradation due
to moisture-sensitivity, the Na4MU6F30 phases were found to be stable in concentrated
nitric acid. To determine whether the plutonium phases exhibited comparable stability,
single crystals of Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30 were soaked in concentrated nitric acid for 24 hours at
room temperature. The crystals remained stable and did not degrade during soaking, as
shown in Figure 7.5. Robust materials with long-term stability and resistance to
dissolution in corrosive environments are of particular interest for the development of
stable nuclear waste forms.30, 31 The NanMPu6F30 compounds are promising candidates
for this application, and future studies on these materials will focus on their resistance to
plutonium leaching.
Conclusions
In summary, the first plutonium phases of the NanM(Ln/An)6F30 (n = 3 or 4; M =
divalent or trivalent metal; Ln = Ce4+, An = Th4+, U4+) compositional type were
synthesized as single crystals and their structures were characterized. The oxidizing
conditions developed during the mild hydrothermal synthesis of the obtained plutonium
phases, Na3MPu6F30 (M = Al3+, Fe3+, Co3+) and Na2.4Mn1.6Pu6F30, were in stark contrast
with those of the other lanthanide and actinide analogs, which were prepared under more
or less reducing conditions. In the plutonium system, M2+ precursors were oxidized to
form Na2.4MnII/III1.6Pu6F30 and Na3CoIIIPu6F30, whereas in the cerium system, the use of
M3+ precursors only resulted in either partial or complete reduction of Mn 3+ to Mn2+.
Although the nature of the mixed oxidation state systems remains ambiguous, Pu 4+ would
appear to be responsible in some capacity, highlighting the differences, and interest in
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Figure 7.5 Optical Image of Crystals of Na3FePu6F30 Before and After Soaking
in HNO3. Single crystals of Na3FePu6F30 before (left) and after (right) soaking in
concentrated nitric acid at room temperature for 24 hours.
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further understanding the redox chemistry of plutonium and its commonly used
surrogates.
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